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plan of the followmg poem, as it stood
in the two former editions, having appeared obJectionable, the author has felt disposed to forego
whatever,

in the way of apology, he might have

offered for it, and im its room to adopt another,
which, he hopes, will appear to the reader, as it
does to himself, less faulty in its construction.
The Julia of this edition has nothing in common
with her of the two last, but her Christianname,
her beauty, and her love of power.

© These, like

honour and shame, “from no condition rise,” but
are distributed at random among the female sex
in general.

Her

name

indeed might,

and,

to

prevent mistakes, showld have been altered; but
as it made part of the title of the poem in its
b

former whe: ah

aஎற்

might have given’ it

“the false appearafiee of a new publication.

The

first Julia mist be forgiven and forgotten. She has
" retired and Feformed, and the curtain has finally

dropped upon

her life and manners.

Having

lightened his frail bark, by throwing overboard
this ull-omened passenger, the author ventures to
hope that his navigation hereafter may be safe at

least, if not prosperous.
~ “Julia the second is a young,

rich, imide

widow, basking in the full sunshine of prosperity,
and spoiled from her first entrance
indulgence

and admiration.

She

into life by
has

taken

a

sufficiently high degree in the college of Fashion
to make her ambitious of one still higher.

The

shortest road to this object of her wishes is to accept Charles as a husband, who, being at the head

of the supréme bon ton, would at once associate

_ her with himself in all the honours and privileges
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of that transcendant caste, She might thusconsult

her interests, without any violence to her inclinations, having a preference for him which would
soon ripen into love, but for the chilling influence

of vanity and caprice. She feels reluctant to subட் side tooquickly from a mistress so humbly courted
and extravagantly adored, into a wife, endowed,

perhaps, with no greater an amount of matri_ monial fondness and attention than she has ob-°
served in so many other cases, and may, perhaps, have experienced i in her own. “Her youth,
- t00, encourages her, widow as she is, to prolong

: the period
of courtship, so pleasant
and so unlikely
_ to return, and to delay that
of marriage, so full of

hazard, and so certain to endure.

Having hooked

her fish, therefore, she plays him, like a true.
: proficient i in the Sport, even at the risk of breaking

her line, and losing him at last.
| Juliais, in short, a finished coquetteone a
ae

_

Vill

with
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no fewer foibles, perhaps, than her prede-

cessor, being within the pale of society, is in
& position where they may be more safcly dis.
played, and will be more readily pardoned.
Circumstances, in this lower world of ours, though

not every thing, are assuredly a great deal; and
have

a more

powerful

influence on the popular

estimate of character and conduct than those who

are the most lavish of praise and blame appear to
suspect, or it might somewhat restrain their prodigality in both. People are too often admired
and found fault with, by incompetent Judges, like

pictures ;—not on account of their real excellence
or the want of it, but from the light, good or bad,
in which they happen to be placed. »
aAs the condition of the Heroine is raised above
its former inauspicioias level, so, though

in a less

degree, are the qualities of the Hero. Charles is still a man of pleasure, and a man-of the world,
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but du meilleur crv.

1x

Wis faults are the faults of

youth, and to maké amends for them, he 4s, as
becomes his age, over head and ears in love with

Julia, not as an heiress, but. as a
if he is laughed

மனப

which,

at for it by one sex, cannot fail

to recommend him to the other.
To have painted him thus disinterested
susceptible,

and

may be thought not very consistent

with his character, and a fiction beyond the licence

of poetry; although, to render it less improbable,
the author has reduced his embarrassments down.
to a light mortgage-weight, and kept him at a safe
distance from the Jews.

Love, however, isa plant

‘that flourishes under every exposure, and in all
soils, natural and artificial.

hat of London

3s,

certainly, more unfavourable to its growth than
any other; checked as it is, m the East by business
and money-making,—in the West by dissipation,

and still more by ridicule,

Yet even there it

x
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takes root,

and

soon becomes

for that last, the most powerful
all its enemies.

be in love?

too strong

even

and merciless of

Why, then, should not Charles

And

what is so likely to wean

him from his usual habits,—to

render him

in-

different to his former occupations and amusements, as the pursuit of a wayward, capricious
woman, who enjoys and abuses the advantages of
beauty and fortune, and, by alternate attraction
and repulsion, keeps him suspended, perhaps for
a whole season, between hope and despair?» Such
causes have full often produced such effects, and
will again produce them, even within the jurisdic-tion of the clubs, and in spite of all the politicians

and quizzers thereof.

So that, while the present
plan ‘has a decided advantage over the last in
point of taste and propriety, it seems quite as
agreeable, if not more so, to truth and nature.

‘Another material point has been gained by the
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_accession of the new Julia. Being now not only
engaged, but a very principal character in the
scenes here described, she may be presented to
the reader, on all occasions, without the least ~
scruple or reserve ; whereas her luckless namesake could be no more freely mentioned or alluded
to than the market-price of a seat in parliament.

The condition of such a person, though not inconsistent with her being aware of what passes in the
world, is an insurmountable bar to her taking any —
share in it.

To extinguish, therefore, an irregular

‘star that could only peep in occasionally upon a
system to which it did not belong; and, in its room,
to light up a brilliant planet, moving regularly and

constantly among its kindred-orbs, seems to have
ரவ least a mechanical improvement. 1116 வடட
~ thor is now enabled to strmg his beads and berries
on a closer and stronger thread of connexion than
that which, he is conscious, held them too loosely

together before.

xil

.
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In the former title-page, the word “ Advice”.
. stood, rather too repulsively, like a surly porter,
or a barking dog, at the very threshold of a poem
intended; at least, to be cheerful.

This downright

name foran unwelcome thing being now withdrawn,
those readers may take courage whom it kept aloof
from

an

apprehension

that,

4 contrary

to the

intentions of the founder,” they were to be lectured, instead of amused.

Some passages in the

poenritself have necessarily been altered ;—others
: entirely omitted, as no longer applicable to the persons referred to. In the room of these, several additions have been made,

as fresh ideas,

connected with his subject, occurred to the author. Some of the first letter, still more of the
second and third, and the greatest part of the
fourth, is entirely nee

the whole having

been

here diyided into four letters, in order to: afford

resting-places to the reader, and thus to Temoye
a sense of tediousness perhaps inseparable from

PREFACE.
an unbroken continuation ou

o

“ண

of narrative, des

- scription, or reflection.
:
If, for any other reason than te want of these
_ hecessary pauses,iit before appeared too long, and,

in spite of their being now supplied, still appears _
so, the author can only lament what is beyond his
power to remedy. The fault must be m himself)
and not in his subject, which, from its variety and
extent, is “susceptible of every “illustration. and

omament that poetry, can afford it. Comnected
with lifeand manners, —with every object, in

- short, natural and artificial, in town and country, ல்
it may be ‘illmanaged, put can hardly be ex. —

‘hausted, in the number of lines here allotted to
it. The poem thus limited, can therefore be long
in no other sense than that of being tiresome.
For

this defect ‘he alone

is to blame, who,

with such excellent tools gad materials has proved

bunself so5 indifferent a workman, | a is, ems

2

ட ட
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phatically, a bad writer; since the object of all .
writing is to please or to instruct, and dulness

cannot fail to defeat them both.

‘ Piety” itself

(as Dr. South, in his sermons, assures us) “ enjometh no man

to be dull;”

and if so, what

_ other motive of less importance can even: excuse
it? The genre ennuyeux is, in truth, the very
worst that can be dealt in, and, as such, strictly

prohibited in the public market, under the heavy ©
penalty of neglect and oblivion. Yet, perhaps, the
author may not, after all, stand convicted of this
contraband trade. Since ‘his’ poem, with all its «
former imperfections on its head, has been pur-

chased, he may presume it has been read, and,
in some measure, approved of. Under this impression he is naturally anxious that no blemish,
in his power to remove, should remain an obstacle
to its more general circulation. How far he has
succeeded in the present attempt to mould it into

PREFACE.
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a more attractive shape, must be left to the decision of the reader.

—

What, all along, he has anxiously aimed at, is,

that his language

should be grammatical, his

rhymes correct, and his meanmg plain.

And as

care and attention, assisted by a modetately good
ear and a common education, are all the means

required for this end, he may hope that he has,
generally, attained it.

With grammar it seems

hardly fair in an author to dispense; since hunting
the nominative case and verb

and

involutions

without

through

intricacies

end, with a chance of

losing the scent and being thrown out at last, is,

even oyer the finest poetical country, but sorry
sport.

To write obscurely is still worse policy.

What

the reader is trying “ painfully to con-

strue, and

darkly

to understand,”

he can but

imperfectly feel and admire,

There is no being

at once puzzled and pleased.

In vain is part of

XVI
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a thought or expression bright and clear, if the
rest, like the unilluminated disk of an increasing

or waning moon, reflects a glimmering so faint

and uncertain as hardly to differ from total dark-

ness.

;

உ

. Then if, according to the opinion of a great
judge and master of all measures, there is in that
of eight syllables such a “ ' dangerous facility,”

why must it be ageravated by the frequent admission of such terminations as refuse to rhyme
either to the eye or the ear?

It is this ver ry care-

lessness that has, in truth, produced the unwhole-

some facility im question.

A more serupulous —

choice would be found to diminish it, at the expense of a little more ‘trouble to the writer per-

_ haps, but greatly to the relief and satisfaction of
the reader,

To abuse the latitude which this

measure so liberally affords of single, double, and
even triple rhymes, by negligence and harshness

_. PREFACE.
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in them all,—tooles to go- in poctical wiles

்

andl yet slip the neck,at every turn,: out of so

Tight and easy a collar,—these are the vicious or
d
lazy tricks of a nag with Iittle of —
a
breed or blood in him.—

One advantage ட.
when ‘not thus degraded

|

aight judi

and abused, has been —

considered. to possess over the heroic couplet.

It

expresses the thought more neatly and compactly, —
"without the encumbrance of those unmeaning epithets too often invited into the ten syllable-line, —

as humdrum people are to an assembly, not for the
pleasure of their company, but for the room they
occupy.

Their use in this respect is happily

illustrated by ‘Swift, im a passage that may here

be recalled to the reader's recollection, as a proof
what spirit and effect may be combined with the
utmost correctness of style and versification:

ர

© epithets they link —

“ Tn gaping lines to fill a chink,

xviii
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« Like stepping-stones to save a stride
“ In streets where kennels are too wide ;

“ Or like a heel-piece to support
* A cripple with one foot too short;
“ Or like'a bridge to join a marish

“To moorlands of a different parish.
“ So have I seen ill-coupled hounds -

« Drag different ways in miry grounds;
* So geographers in Africk-maps
« With savage pictures fill their gaps,

« And o’er unhabitable downs
_“ Place elephants for want of towns.”

Even when constructed by the best workmen,

the heroic couplet is often filled with too much
of this mortar, or rather rubbish, in proportion
to its solid masonry, and thus becomes too feeble

for what it has to support.
ae

Its force, like that of

a tall man, is not on a par with its length.

Lines, as well as boxers, of more moderate dimensions, are generally the strongest, and instead

PREFACE,
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_ of dealing roundabout blows, strike straight forward and home,

But when framed of the first

slovenly phrases, and slip-shod rhymes that occur
to an indolent writer, they degenerate into mere

doggrel; and, unless redeemed by exuberant wit or meaning, seem hardly worth committing to
paper.
ன
_ Poets we have, indeed, among us, who, like

their great predecessors, can afford to be occasion-ally ungrammatical, inharmonious, and obscure,
since these faults are atoned for by their commanding genius.

With that dazzling shield, at

least, they blind and subdue the critics and the

public. Such is the energy of these master-spirits,
when wide awake, that they may well be permitted, _
now and then, to nod with impunity. But letit be
remembered by men of ordinary powers, that their —
| reputation and success was not acquired, and is
not sustained, by means, but in spite of these in-

XX
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firmities; and that for ர ர

டப்பு cannot rival

their beauties, it is neither modest nor safe to

plead the example of their defects.
A sense of duty, no less than of interest,
should engage every author of moderate abilities
and pretensions to write as correctly as he can,

Tt will be a proof that, at least, he respects and
wishes to ௦ ‘iliate those whom he cannot hope
to enchant or astonish.

‘Though

unable to soar,

he surely need not grovel. ‘His object is either
fame

or profit:

the issues of both are in the

hands of the public, and not much of either is
likely to be awarded to a candidate whose natural
has been wilfully aggravated by such
mediocrity
gross errors as owe their birth to negligence alone;

_—such as common attention would have enabled,
and common prudence should have pr oupied him”
to avoid.
:

ட
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LETTER I.
JuLtA, in vain, from three to four,
Day after day, I haunt your door.
In vain, betokening many a

call,

My cards lie scattered in your hall,

Or crowd your chimney-piece by dozens.
Is this the’ way folks use their cousins?
Tis thus you treat me, Julia, is it?
Well, well, I shan’t repeat my visit.

My patience is at last o’ercome’,

" By your pert porter’s “ not at home.”
B2
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TO JULIA.

Which, in compassion to the Jews,
The Fates aforesaid oft refuse.
But when from violated May
Winter's rude form is chased away,

When skies more blue and bright appear,
And sunshine marks the ripened year,
Charles in his Tilbury would roll,

Or, in the evening, gently stroll
_ Where all the Town, arrayed en masse,

ப்

Disputes each inch of withered grass, _

As if some spell their steps had bound
Fast to that single spot of ground.
Where countless wheels together dash,
Swift whirling—and, amidst fhe crash,

Horse jammed with foot, in gay confusion,
Just manage to escape contusion,

Wedging their shoulders into carriages,
To make reports of balls and marriages ;

LETTER I.
Of passports just obtained, or missed
For Almack’s on each Lady’s list;

_ What names of all the young and fair,
High-born and rich, are blazoned there;

Who are returned as sick, and who dead,
Among the luckless girls excluded:
Nor marvel that a prize which, won

Is capital, and yields to none
In the World’s lottery—when lost,
Not health alone, but life should cost.

Say you, to whom in beanty’s pride
This paradise is opened wide,
While its inexorable portals
Are closed against less favoured mortals,

Have you not marked how one rejection:
Has spoiled a plooming nymph’s complexion?
_Have you not known a second leave her

In strong convulsions or a fever?
And can you doubt the tales you've heard
Of what has happened from a third?

TO JULIA.

All on that magic tisr depends ;
Fame, fortune, fashion, lovers, friends:

‘Tis that which gratifies or vexes
All ranks, all ages, and both sexes.
If once to Almack’s you belong,
Like monarchs, you can do no wrong;

But, banished thence on Wednesday night,

By Jove, you can do nothingright. .
There, baffled Cupid points his darts —
With surer aim, at jaded hearts ;

‘And Hymen, lurking in the porch,
_

But half conceals his lighted torch.

_ Hence the petitions and addresses
So humble to the Patronesses ல

The ட

பட

by dozens,

From their Welch aunts, and twentieth cousins,

Who hope to get their daughters in .
. By proving they are founder's kin.
Hence the smart miniatures enclosed
Of unknown candidates proposed; °)

ecome
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If Ebers better suits than Waters
Our opera-going wives and daughters?
If the French play succeeds, that trade
So thriving once to Mr. Slade?
‘They talk of levees, royal fétes,
Of strong divisions, hot debates,
Of motions, speeches, names misquoted
In the last list of those who

voted ;

Of the undoers and undone

_ By sums at Brooks's lost or won ;
Where play unfathomably deep,
From night till morming murders sleep;
And acres take their leave, and fly
Away on wings of ivory.
Thence to Newmarket, and the races
They shift, and tell of lengthened faces,

When for their debts Black Monday calls
Folks to account at Tattersall’s ;

14

TO

JULIA.

Of all the bafiled hedger feels

When legs are taking to their heels ;
- How suddenly aghast he looks,
When his, the paragon of books,

That Boox whose value far outshone
Lord Spencer's famed Decameron,
‘Becomes, hey, presto!

quick as thought,

Not worth the fraction of a groat !
But still, whatever cause they call, °
Scandal, dear scandal, seasons all.
Here barefaced lies, there playful sallies,

These himed in sport, and those in malice,
-Assail the absent, who among
Their friends are always in the wrong’:
But, since 'tis clear no earthly faceis ©

At the same moment in two places ;
Since, thus, on every side are hurled

Detraction’s darts throughout the world,

க
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Now is the clatter of his mill,
With all its rush of waters, still;

His chimes are motionless become,
His ear-subduing larum dumb.
Now seldom seen, more seldom heard,

He shrugs—but utters scarce a word,
‘And bears about, like muzzled hound,
“A tongue chained up, without a sound !”
Once would he loiter, ere twas dark,

With Nymphs and Satyrs in the Park:
Phe Park! that magnet of the town,

That idol to which all bow down!
Mount, Julia, (tis the eon of May)
Mount your barouche, or dappled grey,
And on some gentle elevation
Pranked in new verdure, take your station.
See how the universal throng,

Borne in one swelling tide along,

ச
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ட My dear,” he cries, “ while others hurry,

« Let us look over into Surry.
“ Mark how the summer-sun declines, —

“ Yet still in full-orbed beauty shines !
“Mark how on fire beneath his beams,
« The fret-work of the Abbey gleams,
* As on its towers a golden flood
* Is poured above the tufted wood !”
While thus the dilettante gazes,

And revels in poetic phrases,
His charmer, (kindred spirits, see
The force of heaven-born sympathy)
Ts busied in a tasteful trial

_ To spell the hour upon the dial!
Meanwhile the mighty snow-ball gathers.
Lads,

ட

பரி

children, fathers,

All equal here, as if the pavement
To level them were like thé grave meant,
As if one will informed the whole,

Press onward to a common goal.
ஈ

i
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é They give their gasping lungs fair play,
And their cramped limbs a holiday ;
With verdure thus refresh their eyes,
And purchase health by exercise.
Thus, (since like others less polite

Fine folks have lungs, and limbs, and.sight,
All destined to the same employment,
All eager for the same enjoyment),
Here Sense and Nature have it hollow,
And Fashion is constrained to follow ;

To join the vulgar happy crew,
And fairly do as others do.
Of this thy progeny be proud,
O England!

thougha Motley crowd.

Can Europe or the world produce,
Alike for

ன்பம் and use,

Such models of stout active trim men,
_Or samples of such lovely women?

21
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" TO JULIA.
Such specimens of order, dress,’ .

Health, comfort, in-bred cleanliness,

As here displayed, the summer-sun
Lingering seems proud to shine upon?
But, O!

the treachery of our weather,

~

_ When Sunday-folks are met together!
Its tempting brightness scarce matured,
How suddenly the day’s obscured! ©
Bless me, -how dark !—Thou threatening cloud,
Pity the wn-wmbrella‘d crowd.

The cloud rolls onward with the breeze.
_ First, pattering on the distant trees
The rain-drops fall—then quicker, denser,
On many a parasol and spencer ;
Soon drenching, with no mercy on it,
The straw and silk of many a bonnet.

Think of their hapless owners fretting,
While feathers, crape, and gauze are wetting!
*
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TO JULIA.
And, though their absence is a pity,
I must confess it,—no banditti:
No

echoes wake, within thy bounds,

From desp-toned horn,

.

or deep-mouthed hounds,

As, hotly chased: from crag to crag,

Bursts in full speed the panting stag ;
Nor, when unrufiled by a storm,

Does thy clear wave reflect the form
Of some rude castle, seat sublime
Of war, and violence, and crime;

Nor can I summon to my verse
One sounding syllable in Erse ;
Nor paint, alas! as Scott has done,

The glories of the setting sun,
When monks are chanting choral hymns on
A lake on fire with gold and crimson,
And o’er them comes the fragrant breath
Of Evening from the purple heath.

_

What though our Lake, when sultry day dies,
Can boast—not one, but many Ladies?

LETTER
No damsel here,

I,
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but hold, TI falter,

Nor dare pursue the steps of Walter,
Nor his who dips the crystal surge in
Fair Musidora, conscious virgin, (?
And her bathed beauties, by and by, lands,

In short—Hyde-Park is not the Highlands.
But, though ndétnea eel

none of these,

Still we have lawns, and paths, and trees.

Why should our landscape blush for shame? .
‘Tis fresh and gay, if flat and tame.
‘None view it awe-struck or surprised ;
All own ‘tis smart and civilized.
Here are the Royal Gardens seen,
Waving their woods of tufted green
Above the Powder Magazine:
Beyond it, the sub-ranger’s villa,
Where, once, lay anchored the flotilla
To stir us up with warlike rage meant,

In peace-time, by a mock engagement.
Dg
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To thy cool stream the deer confides
His branching horns, and dappled sides ;

And cattle:on thy shelving brink
Snuff the sweet air, or stoop to drink.
There (as a merry making gathers
Young children round their old grand fathers,)
Trees meet in all their generations,

From withered stumps to new plantations,

—

Backed by- the “ glittering skirts” of London, ©)
Its buildings now in shade, now sunn‘d on.
And though *twould any tourist gravel
Or home or foreign be his travel,

In rummaging his sketch-book through
To find a more enlivening view,

Yet, to go further and fare worse,
Folks waste their time, and drain their purse !
Mark where, in spring, the grass between
Each dusty stripe looks fresh and green,

38

TO JULIA.
Methinks I trace the russet track

Worn by the hoofs of Charles's hack,
Practised to tread, with gentle pace,

The paths of that enchanting place.
That gentle pace I see him check,
Throw the loose reins on Sancho's neck,
And from the saddle, at his ease,

Enjoy the landscape and the breeze.
There move the nymphs, in mingled ranks,
On to the river’s gravelly banks,
Glancing between the rugged boles
Of ancient elms their parasols,
Whose hues—but similes must fail.
A rainbow, or a peacock’s tail,
Or painter's pallet, to the eye

Scarce offers such variety
As the protecting silk which shades
At once, and decks these lovely maids,

_ While smartly spencered, evn the ugly
Beneath its cupolas look smugly.

LETTER I.
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Meantime, escaped their eastern dens,
A crowd of sober citizens,

Thus tempted, seem to have forgot
Their Sunday’s lesson,—‘“ Covet not,”

And in the mirror of these waters
Admire each other’s wives and daughters,
Who linger where the river shelves,
Not backward to admire themselves.

-

Poor love-sick Charles, from scenes so gay
By moody passion kept away!
Thither he spurs his hack no more,

But votes the whole concern a bore ;
Has weaned his feet from ice and skaits,
And left to Cocker threes and eights.
The breeze may blow, the sun may shine,
He’s never at the Serpentine:
‘In vain the girls and deer so fallow

~

Sport on its banks,—he swears ‘tis yellow,
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TO JULIA.
And wonders he could ever dream

‘Of beauty in so foul a stream.

Dark are the mists exhaled from passion.
How have they dimmed this glass of fashion !

Julia, to you the loss we owe
Of all that’s perfectin a Beau.
You've marred the model, bent the rule,

Disgraced and broken up the school
Where unfledged coxcombs, newly caught,
“Were,

by his bright example, taught

More in one season, than their peers

Now master in a dozen years.
But how shall I, unblamed, express

The awful mysteries of Dress?

How, all unpractised, dare to tell
The art sublime, ineffable,

Of making middling men look eae
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Men who had been such heavy sailers
But for their

1

and tailors?

For as, when steam has lent it motion
’Gainst wind and tide, across the ocean,

The merest tub will far outstrip

_

The progress of the lightest ship

That ever on the waters glided,
If with an engine unprovided ;
Thus Beaus, in person and in mind
Excelled by those they leave behind,
On, through the world,-undaunted, press,

Backed by the mighty power of Dress; i
While folks less confident than they

Stare, in mute wonder,—and give way.
Charles was a

sie

a professor

Of this great art—a first-rate dresser
Armed at all points, from head to foot,

From rim of hat to tip of boot.
Above so loose, below. so braced,
In chestexuberant, and in waist
>
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TO JULIA, *
Just like an hour-glass or a wasp,
So tightened, he could scarcely gasp.
Cold was the nyniph who did not dote
Upon him, in his new-built Coat ;

Whose heart could parry the attacks
Of those voluminous Cossacks,

Those trowsers named from the barbarians
Nursed in the Steppes—the

Crim-Tartarians,

Who, when’ they scour a country, under
Those ample folds conceal their plunder. -

How strange their destiny has been!
Promoted, since the year fifteen,
Tn honour of these fierce allies,
To grace our British legs and thighs.
But fashion’s tide no barrier stems 5

So the Don mingles with the Thames ! (9)
Yet weak, he felt, were the attacks
Of his voluminous Cossacks ;
In vain to suffocation -braced-* . ன்

And bandaged was hissvasp-liké.waidty
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In vain his buckram-waded shoulders
And chest astonished all Boies ;
Wear any coat he might, ’twas fruitless;
Those shoes, those very boots were bootless

Whose tops (‘twas he enjoined the mixture)
Are moyeable, and spurs a

fixture;

All was unprofitable, flat,
And stale without a smart CrayaT,
Muslined enough to hold its starch ;
That last key-stone- of Fashion’s arch!

« Have you, my

ரர்

heard him say,

“ Been lucky in your turns to-day?— (00
“ Think not that what I ask alludes
“ To Fortune’s stale vicissitudes.
© Or that I’m driven from you to learn
“ How cards, and dice; and women turn,

ல் And what prodigious contributions
“ They levy, in their revolutions:

ATR
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TO JULIA:

“ T ask not if, in times so critical
“ You've managed well your turns

ட்

“ Knowing your aptitude to rat.

“ My question points to—your Cravat.

“* These are the only turns I mean.
“ Tell me if these have lucky been?
« Tf round your neck, in every fold
“« Exact, the muslin has been rolled,
' “ And, dexterously in front confined,

“« Preserved the proper set behind;
“In short, by dint of hand and eye,
“ Have you achieved a perfect’ tie?

“ Should yours (kind heaven, avert the omen!)
“ Like the cravats of vulgar, low men,
- © Asunder start—and, yawning wide,
“ Disclose a chasm on either side;
“ Or should it stubbornly persist,

«To take’some awkward tasteless twist,

show

your
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In ours I mean, since few have shown

More taste and judgment in your own.
Our clothes, forsooth, become us better
When made to fit, and not to fetter.

Oft have you wondered why ane when

-

Were girths and stays usurped by men ;
Nay, vowed you thought a pound of starch
Too much for building Fashion’s arch.
These are odd fancies; but submission
Is Charles's duty, and ambition.

No more he bears a bosom full
Of buckram, or o’ercharged with wool.
A hint from you is quite enough

To “cleanse it of that perilous stuff.”
He looks, poor fellow, less genteely,
. Tis certain, but he moves more freely

Now that, like culprits freed from jail,

His waist is fairly out on bail.
Julia, you've moved its habeas-corpus ;

But when the man is grown a porpus,

௮10.
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TO JULIA,

Long, long before the season’s ended,
You'll wish it had been still suspended.
Converted thus, with all the zeal
Which converts or affect or fel,

For errors past he makes amends,
By quizzing all his former friends;
Forgets how long he was their tutor,
And grows their bitterest, persecutor ;
Derides the stiff cravats and collars
And braces of his favourite scholars,

Laughs at his own apostate-jokes,
And dresses—just like other folks.
Now from the throne of Fashion hurled,
He picks a quarrel with the world ;
Courts it no longer, keeps no measures
. With any of its whims or pleasures ;
But, splenetic and sulky grown,

Like beast or savage lives alone.
A

LETTER ர,
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If * * ** * * sends a card to dine,
The fool’s engaged, or drinks no wine ;
Though, all last season, what a swiller he

Was of Champagne, mousseux and sillery,
At every mouthful, all the way

* From soup to fondu and souffié!
Digressing, in the heat of action,
To Burgundy, from mere distraction,
And thence to perfumed hock, and from it

Scenting the vintage of the comet.
Scarce pausing when he had so far eat,
How lnowingly he'd sip his claret!
With gentle undulation handle
The glass, upheld ’twixt nose and candle,

That glass so thin in-bow] and stem,
Which just suspends the liquid gem ;

3

Then, with a wager or an oath,

Pronounce upon its age and growth. .

How changed! For him the iced Champagne
Steams from its silver vase in yain.
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TO sULs.
Round after*round, decanters pass

Unheeded by his empty glass.
He’s quite ashamed to be punctilious,
But never was a man so bilious;

Talks of the fruits of living gaily,
Of Calomel, anc Doctor Baillie ;
Has lost his taste, can scarcely tell
A Salmi from a Bechamel ;

Swears there ’s no banquetting like love,
No turtle like the turtle-dove;

-

And, ere the wine comes round again,
Shies, bolts—and slips away by ten.
nee

ஆட்

Now, Julia, though the truth He stints =
But hark! ! the ae
Those doughy dain

is ringing;

ஒர்க் about.

Tell me. *tis time to venture out,

*And, see, my. groom, anotler warner,
Comes with my horses round the corner,
A hint that I must ride, not write,

In mercy to my appetite.

Perera.

-

அ

A truce with jealousies, and loves, «

And danglings.—John, my hat and gloves.
But mark me—I ’ve a stock of rhyme
And reason for another time;
: Which will be wanted, I conjecture,
Fair cousin, for a smarter lecture 3

One that may chance to break the spell
Of wayward Beauty.

அரப

Nag, farewell !
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TO JULIA.

oe

By dealing it a see-saw measure
_ Of hope and fear, of pain and pleasure.
For shame!

That hacknied, stale pretence

Of coldness and indifference
_Is far too flimsy a disguise
To cheat the most unpractised eyes.
Your heart and mad-cap head, ’tis plain,
Agree like antidote and bane,
For though you frown upon, and flout him,

You fidget, if three days without him.

Why thus capricious and uneven?
Oh, you ve “ an oath,—an oath in heaven,”

Since Death’s cold fingers turned the key
Of wedlock once, and set you free,

Neyer to rivet on again
The galling matrimonial chain.
Such is the vow of every widow.
- Thus, long resolved, at, last poor Dido
Thought as her sister did, and I

do,

LETTER If.
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That one good husband might be reckoued
A fair excuse to try a second.

Chain, if you will—but wherefore galling?
Why, marriage is your sex’s calling.

Awhile rejoicing to be free,»
How soon you loath your liberty,
Renounce your solitary plan,
And, at the altar, cling to man!

To widows is decreed by Fate
An awkward, inconvenient

state;

A life of cheerless blank desertion,
Unapt for business or diversion.
Have they a law-suit? How they end-it!
Money ?—They

scarce know how to spend it.

Beauty,—with “ pulses,” we Il suppose,
“ That riot, and with blood that glows?”
Oft are fair wives unscreened from shame
Hen by a living husband’s name ;

55)
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Since you ‘ve announced your sovereign will
And royal pleasure to sit still.
But near, or ata distance, fretting,
Observes you whispering and coquetting,

And marks with keen suspicious eye
A rival in each passer-by.
Or trembles when your soft hand taken
By twenty Beaus is briskly shaken.
A pleasant practice, but unpolished,
Which prudes intend to get abolished.
As night wears on, without a chance
Or hope of coaxing you to dance,
Constrained his jealousy to smother,
He sees you trip it with another.
Poor Charles! how woe-begone he waxes !
No more he turns upon his axis,
While round him moves in radiance bright
Some beauteous beaming satellite;

க

இத்
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TO JULIA.

Nor, led by music soft and thrilling
Through all the mazes of quadrilling,
Holds, lest the figure should be hard,

Close to his nose the printed card
Which, for their special use invented,

To Beaus on entrance is presented.
A strange device, but all allow
Convenient, as it tells them how

To foot it in the proper places
Much better than their partners’ faces.
' Well may you triumph in the view
Of all he here neglects for you.
See how the married and the single
In yon gay groups delighted mingle,
Midst diamonds blazing, tapers beaming,
Midst Georges, stars, and crosses gleaming!
Hear, while yon jaded couple stops,

And all the rest like humming-tops

59
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Or Eastern dervises spin on, _
How sighs the gentle chaperon
With vain regret that she was courted

.

Ere the new fashion was imported ;

Ere formal minuets had vanished,
With jigs and country-capers banished!
Come, come, since first with smiles you won him,

~ Relent, and smile again upon him.
: Surely, whate’er their difference be,
Lovers at Almack’s should agree.
There joined in cordial coalition
Ey n government and opposition
Awhile

renouncing party-notions,

Make on their legs the self-same motions.
Beauty their angry spirit quenches,
And, seated on the self-same benches,
There they maintain without a schism
The Patronesses’ despotism.
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TO JULIA.
The Whig, for female power and glory

Stickling as stoutly as the Tory; ய
There bends, in body and in soul,
To gentle, absolute control.

Yes, absolute,—but let not any call
Its wholesome exercise tyrannical.
Unlike all tyrants since the flood
What mean they but their subjects’ good?
You know that form, with looks so sinister—
*Tis Willis, the fair despots’ minister.
See where in portly pride he stands
To execute their high commands;

;

Unmoved his heart, unbribed his hands!
See, where the barrier he prepares

Just at the bottom of the stairs,

்

Midst fragrant flowers and shrubs exotic i
A man relentless and despotic
“As he of Tunis or Algiers,

? Or any of their Grand Visiers.

Q

TO JULIA.

And say, do they abuse their powers
’Gainst ultra-fashionable hours ?—
Here once we walked our midnight round
In vain,—no creature could be found
Save a few stragglers, in the vapours

From gazing at the walls and tapers.
Then not a dance could be begun,
Waltz, or quadrille, till after one ;
While, without music, friends, or books,
Perchance, at. home on tenter-hooks,

The least contended with the greatest
Who should come lounging in the latest;
‘And in the contest, cousin, few,
I think, had more success than you.
But is not now the law, in letter
And spirit, altered for the better,

Since our fair sovereigns’ last Ukase
Has peopled the deserted place,
And forced the crowd, ere midnight strike,
To do the very thing they like?

LETTER Il.
All, with thei
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other: pleasures, gaining

Perhaps the greatest—of complaining.
What sounds were those ?—O earth and heaven !
Heard you the chimes? half-past eleven!
They tell, with iron tongue, your fate,

Unhappy lingerer, if you’re late.
Haste, while you may.—Behold ! approaches
The last of yonder string of coaches ; ®)
Stern Willis, in a moment more,
Closes the’ inexorable door,
And what a conjuror is he
Who can cry—Open;

Sesamé!

So, when a packet hurries over

From Calais, through the straits, to Dorer,
Her sails all set, to save her tide

And supper on the other side;
Wishing the force of steam were lent her,
While luckier ships the harbour enter ;
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Just with her bowsprit on the town,
Tis ebb,—the fatal flag’s hawléd

down!

She sees and, sickening at the sight,
Lies to, or beats about all night.

Such is the rule, which none infringes.
The door one jot upon its hinges
Moves not.

Once past the fatal hour,

Willis has no dispensing power.
Spite of persuasion, tears, or force,
The law, he cries, must take its course.

Men may talk big, and women pout. i
No matter,—they are all shut out.

“ Friend, I’m The Ministry,—give way.”
« Avaunt, Lord Viscount Castlereagh !
“ You’re doubtless in the Commons’ louse
« A mighty man, but here’a mouse.
« This evening there was no debate

* Or business, and your lordship’s late.

LETTER II.
< We show no favour, give no quarter
*« Here, to your ribbon, or your garter.
« Here, for a Congress no one. cares,
* Save that alone which sits up stairs.”
Fair Worcester pleads with Wellington ;°)

‘Valour with Beauty.

‘‘ Hence, begone!

« Perform elsewhere your destined parts 5
« One conquer kingdoms, t’ other hearts.

“My Lord, you’ll have enough to do ;
« Almack’s is not like Waterloo.
« Awhile lay by that wreath of laurels

* Culled in composing Europe’s quarrels ;
ம Secure, the war-whoop at her door,

“ Tn Britain’s cause to gather more.’—
For the first time in vain, his Grace
Sits down in form before the place,
Finds, let him shake it to the centre,
One fortress that he cannot enter,

ule
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That, if they ever get the upperHand, they ‘ll insist upon a supper.
Nay, some have ventured 0 petition ;

Think what apostles of sedition!
To rail at Congo and Bohea,
Because, forsooth, they are bal tea:
anes on London-cream to utter,

And quarrel with their bread and butter.
“ How niggardly,” they ory, “ to stoop
“ To paltry black and green from soup!
Once, every novice could obtain

-

“A hearing over iced Champagne,
“ And claret, ev’n of second growth,
“ Gave credit to an amorous oath.
“ But now, such lifeless love is made
“On cakes, orgeat, and lemonade.

© That hungry women grow unkind,
“ And men too faint

to speak their mind.

“Tea mars all mirth, makes evenings drag,

“ And talk prow flat, and courtship flag;
:

F 2
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TO JULIA.
«© Tea, mawkish beverage, is the reason

“ Why fifty flirtings-in a season
Swell with ten marriages, at most,

“ The columns of the Morning-Post.
“ Return blest days!

Return ye nights —

“ Of dear, ineffable delights, “< When all the West, at Fashion’s call,
© Flocked to a Piccadilly-ball,

« And found their multitudes increased -

“ By strong detachments from the East.
“ When hungry crowds, with dancing jaded;

“ Down the great stair-case ‘ promenaded,’
- “(A term invented then for rushing,
“ Squeezing and elbowing, and crushing)
“ To feast below, ’midst blooming faces,
** On all the season’s delicacies.
“ There fragrant pines, midst strawberries, grapes,
_ “ And cherries, reared'their graceful shapes,
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« Sent up in April, to regale
“ Our palates, by the Yorkshire mail;
« And though (since fruit, when fire has done

“Its best, will languish for the sun)
“ Tasteless and flat, yet folks were lost
“ In wonder at the sums they cost!
“Then ‘wreathed smiles’ wentround,and speeches

“ Fine, forced, and plentiful,—as peaches,
* And costly wines on every side
“ Poured their bright current far and wide,
“ Hark to the toast from many a guest
“ Grateful, elated, and refreshed.
“116768 to our generous hostess’ health!
“ « How nobly she employs her wealth,
« «Who, though five hundred are set down, -

“« Finds chickens’ wings for all the Town !’(?)
“ What anguish the remembrance rouses!
* Past is that golden age of Houses.
2

10

TO JULIA.

“ No tongue can tell the difference, no pen.
« Now scarce a door of one is open.—
« Ne’er shall we see, I’ll venture odds,

“ Such nights and suppers of the Gods ;
“ Feasting ’s now folly, fasting clever,
“And London’s glory gone for ever!”
Let them prate on.—My answer's ready
For any gentleman or lady.
Too warm, my. friends, your anger aes

S

Consider, pray, the war and taxés.
First ’twas Napoleon and the French.
Now ’tis The Peace.—We. must retrench.
War was a bitter scourge and curse ;
Yet peace, is, somehow, ten times worse.
Peace, or (as more than one division

Has gravely voted it) transition,
As commerce droops, and times grow harder.
Shuts here a cellar, there a larder; -

By slow yet sure degrees, disables
Parks, gardens, eating-rooms, and stables ;

LETTER Il.
Nor yet in her career relents,

But mows. down whole establishments.
The poor, the middling, shoot a pitch
More and more humble ;—ey'n the rich
From whose fat acres milk and honey

Keep flowing in the shape of money, _
For lean economy produce
If not a reason, an excuse.
Their rates are high, their rents decrease,

Their corn’s a drug ;—'tis all the Peace!
This jade-like Peace! Say, who will father her,
Unless she’s sworn to the tax-gatherer?
Then only think, you grumbling ninny,
Three such assemblies for a guinea!
Tell me, should supper banish tea,

Could one so smart be given for three?
ye

dinner too at eight served up,

Pray when do you propose to sup?
Man, to exist, must eat, I grant;
But, if youre not a cormorant,

fl
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TO JULIA.
How late must be the morning-light

.

That dawns upon your appetite!
For Charles, he never gave advice on
That knotty point, Champagne or Hyson,
But, letting others urge their plea
For supper, was.content with tea.

Hunger might do its worst—the smart
He felt was ina nobler part,
Not in his stomach, but his heart;
Temptation at each glance redoubling,

When cups went round and urns were bubbling
For thirsty nymphs whose charms might move
The coldest of our sex to love.
0! that I dared, since hearts of iron

Melt at the strains of Moorr and Byron, :

Now rifle their poetic urn

_Of “thoughts that breathe, and words that ஸ் க்
Time out of memory, all the Nine
Have robbed the garden and the mine

LETTER II.
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Of flowers and gems, those common-places
In painting pretty women’s faces.

O! would they help me to describe
The beauties of this lovely tribe!
The hair in Shun

waves, or flaxen,

Poured o'er their necks and shoulders waxen,
The curls that on fair bosoms lie
Tn clusters of deep ebony!
Fain would I venture,

were it moral,

On downy cheeks, and lips of coral,

On eyes of sapphire or of jet
Beneath their brows o’er-arching set,

—

And shapes, as if by sculpture moulded,
- In shining drapery enfolded!
Were it a marvel if, among
The beauties of so bright a throng,
Charles should look round at last, and find

ர் Tymph as fair, and far more kind ;
One of those captivating witches
With charms not ill relieved by riches;

wr
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Swan-bosomed, ruby-lipped, and star-eyed,
Younger than you, and—neyer married;
A girl I hardly need allude to,
Belinda—her you were so rude to
That night when Charles presumed to flatter
Her vanity, by gazing at her.

What though to twit a handsome woman
‘With rival beauties be inhuman?
Still, when a friend ’s so vilely treated,
Anda cold mistress so conceited,

Indifferent how the theme may please her,
One yentures it to cure—or tease her.

Turn a new leaf, then, quickly over
Capricious Julia, with your lover;

Discard that everlasting nay
For yes,—and let him name the day
Or Ishall dash you from your car
Of triumph.

Mine is open war.

No quarter.

If I once unfurl -

My banner o’er that lovely girl,

pd
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Let not your blind presumption cheat you,
But, take my word fort, sheshall beat you.

Yes, your abused ill-gotten power
May chance to vanish in an hour,

And melt away, like thawing ice
Before a little good advice;
For thus have I a mind to greet him*
At the next Almack’s, when I meet him. |

Tis time, dear Charles, your dream were o'er.
Awake, and be a slave no more.

Enough of constancy so slighted,
Passion so scorned and unrequited.
Flatter no longer, nor upbraid,

But plant your widow fora maid.
And, since ev’n maids look cold on shy men,

Long-baffled votary of Hymen
Approach,

and at the luck rejoice

Which yields such beauty to your choice.

6

TO JULIA.
This is the hour of joy and hope ;
Now that the tightened barrier-rope
Hems

in quadrillers, nymph and spark,

Like bounding deer within a park, ©
Or dropped, transforms the floor again
For waltzers to an open plain.
This is the moment to advance,
To press Belinda in the dance,

And, vowing she is ten times fairer
Than twenty Julias, win and wear her.

; But Charles must mingle, if he’s wise,
Some caution with his enterprize ;
And keep, inte not an elder brother,
His distance from her aunt and mother,

Of youthful hearts those ruthless breakers
‘Will weigh your passion with your acres.
Like tars who on the topmast stand,
_ But one look out have they —for land.

LETTER II.
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They deem no folly half so great.
As love without a large estate,
And think a nation ne‘er will thrive
Where younger sons presume to wives
Tn vain you plead, in vain importune,

Where, gentle shepherd, where’s your fortune?

Do what you will, say what you can,

~

“ Manors,” they tell you, “ make the man.”
Henee, flames and darts! ye amorous sighs, hence!
Breathe not without—a special licence!
For what are favors, bride-cakes, honeyMoons, without equipage and money?
Or what though Cupids round them hover ?
Unless (the conjuration over

:

Which makes a husband of a lover)
Four conscious horses, strong and supple,
_ Whisk from the door the happy couple,
And lodge them in that deep retreat
_ Impregnable—a country seat ;
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TO JULIA:
Where, haply in the sultry season,

Confined-without one earthly reason,
They struggle through a week’s warm weather
ர n hopeless solitude together.

Thus many a

ee

pair, so lately free,

Take their first lesson in ennui
From cruel Fate, with Custom leaguing
To make ev’n happiness fatiguing!
Think how this caging must perplex
Two persons, though of different sex ;
Unless kind fortune sends a third
To put in, now and then, a word.

Julia, “tis not so long ago
' Since you were qualified to know
How lovers may, when raptures fail,

When tender #éte-d-tétes grow stale,
And Time creeps on with pinions leaded,
Wax very weary—though they ’re wedded.

LETTER Il.
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Surely ’twere kinder not to banish
These fires

nat to bid them’ vanish

At once into some rustic den,
Far from the cheerful haunts of men,

Till they are reconciled, and broke

-

Deters முப் yoke,
Launched in a life so strange and new,
Society should help them through ;
As training makes a colt Jess wild,
Or as a go-cart props achild 5
Until by practice steady grown,
Its infant-limbs can move alone.

Say, why

ட் grots and shrubberies hide

A lawful bridegroom and a bride? —
Why must they, lost in shady groves,
Fit shelter for unlicensed loves,
Steal from the’ approving world, and seek

A long probationary week

LES a

:
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TO JULIA.
Of close retirement, as profound

As if they both were under ground ?-Twelve hours of every four-and-twenty .
Left to themselves, methinks, were plenty.
Why then to villas hurry down,
When

:

these, fond pair, are yours in Town?

‘Be counselled.—Stir not, near or far,
But stay, I charge you, where you are.

The dream of Passion soon or late
Is broken——don ’t anticipate...
Haste not to lose your hopes in fears,
Stark mad for moments, dull for years.

Devour not, for your comfort’s sake,
. At once, like children, all your cake.
Gold is too precious.—Lay it not
So thickly on a single spot ;
But beat the bullion—husbands, wives,—=

- And spread it over all your lives.
oe
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TO JULIA.

Vain is the trimming on their dresses;
Vain is the coral in their tresses,

Or on their necks.—To make them smart
Nature in vain conspires with Art;

:

In vain the Loves and Graces mould them,

Unless the Cachemire’s web enfold them,
Or fling its all-subduing charm
In careless dangle from their arm.
Tis sorcery, I take for granted.
Yes, yes, these shawls must be enchanted.

And could not thus have turned men’s heads,
But for the magic in their threads.
To wear them is a plot, no whim in
A set of aulcward; ill-made women,

Who thus forbid us to behold
" Shapes of a fairer, happier mould.
Why

must fine soutlliers, necks, and backs

Be huddled into

ய

sacks?

Why, to degrade each pretty figure,

Are these vile Cachemires.still of rigour?
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If rivalled by a foreign Belle,

Her witchcraft with your counter-spell.
But, Julia, I’m ashamed to mention.

Another cause for apprehension,
A fearful one,—you ’ll scarce conceive it,
But, on my credit, may believe it.
Flushed by the too luxurious fare
- And wines of Very and Robert,

Poor Charles might get into the clutches
+ Of Livry, or of பட்டு

duchess ;

_ Or be enticed, perchance, to dinner

By old De R—

. that veteran sinner, )

Where demi-solde, and demi-reps
Engage at Rouge-et-noir and Creps ;
Or stake the desperate bubble-bet

On fancy-numbers at Roulette
Here if he yielded, soon

ere over’

The blind allegiance of your rover,
® Soon from his heart the hedge-hog Play

Would drive the serpent Love away. ®
H 2
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TO JULIA.
You, Julia, never can engage in

These dear delights, and can’t imagine
How tempting is that Bank of banks,
Couched on whose Green, in golden ranks
Napoleons shine, ’midst humbler francs.
~ How clear their wealth from puff or vapour,

And how convertible their paper.
Well may the maddening crowd repair
To the rich mine that sparkles there,

In hopes, at length, by day or night,
To draw upon the firm at sight.
What though the cautious firm demurs,
பூச

And draws upon its customers? Still Avarice strives, still Love of pleasure
Or desperate Want would seize the treasure ;
While yon graye Statesman and philosopher
Ponders, apart, his last night’s loss over,
Consulting, for his chance to win,
That oracle the card and pin,”

As conjurors of former years
Predicted from the sieve and sheers,
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And ever, till his money ‘s gone;

Keeps pricking, and shall still prick on.
_ Some, till their funds and patience fail,

“Trust to the treacherous Martingale,
In earnest of a fierce attack,
Set, ten times running, on the Black ;
And thence, by chance or system led,
Shift, like boiled lobsters, to the Red. (12)

These would secure the notes and cash
By dint of enterprise and dash ;
Others pursue a cautious game,
And venture less. - “115 வி] the same ;

Shoot high or low, they miss their aim,
And, keen or

விவ

only tend

By different paths, to one sure end.
Still, falling ever and anon,
The frequent Apres wears the stone. (15)

Well,—if folks sacrifice in France
To any deity, ‘tis Chance.

நி
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TO JULIA.

“ Gamblers, in France, are

~
னிவ

ன்

““ Here, only innocent contractors,
“« Who puff, ‘tis true, but, like the quacks,

“ For puffing pay another tax.
“‘ Morals are quite a treasure, when you
“ Touch not a greater—the revenue.

Frauds will exist—in vain we cramp ‘em; _
« But for their instruments—we stamp ’em.
“ When roguery cannot be kept under,
* We, pious statesmen, share the plunder, -

«« And thus extracting good from evil,
«¢ Compound with God, and cheat the Devil !”

O! that there might, in England, be

A duty on Hypocrisy!
A tax on humbug, an excise
On solemn plausibilities,

A stamp on every man that canted !
No millions more, if these were granted,
Henceforward would be raised or wanted;

106.

TO JULIA.

-

Know you, dear Julia, what a bore is?

A fearful dealer in long stories,
In jokes, through twenty seasons hacked,
Without discretion, taste, or tact;
Who

never speaks, nor shows his face

In the right time, or proper place ;
Yet, all-unconscious of offence,

Bores on in perfect innocence.
Such is the foe I have to deal with.
Cousin, if you ‘ve a heart to feel with——
But soft, he comes.-

I fold my. paper.

Quick with the sealing-wax and taper.
Here, Julia, part we for the present.
But truths no matter how unpleasant,
Truths yet untold, more words of warning,
May chance to greet you some fine morning:

Meanwhile, awaiting your commands,
I kiss your alabaster hands.
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டு JULIA.
Spite of the flatterers at your levee,

This real love is somewhat heavy.
Tt dulls the lively, Bove

the brave,

“And to a tyrant binds a slave.
*Tis dear; in short, and overrated.
Give me thé love that’s light and plated,

‘That pleasant

shall I call it passion?

Which is, and ought to be the fashion ;
Which, seated in the fibres round
The heart, still leaves the centre sound.

Had Charles by Cupid and his mother
Been stocked with this, instead of t’ other,
Had he the spirit of &mouse,

Still would he, ghost-like, haunt your house?
Still follow yours of all the faces
And figures at our public places?
Or toil along the drive and ride,
In constant canter at your side,
Courting the very dust that rises
s,
From the dear wheels of her he prize

மரை

நாரா,

Or by cold looks and words o'ercome,

_ Keep champing on the curb at home?
Though for the man: you had not. cared
A straw, methinks you might have spared
This last and bitterest aggravation
Of all his wrongs, my

dear relation:

Because, inhabiting alone
Your villa near the ten mile stone,

Less saucy as the clubs grow thinner,
You tremble for your weekly dinner,
And can’t endure to lose a guest —

So popular, in such request,
You shift the’ implicit slave at will
’"Twixt Portman-square and Richmond-hill,
And dare, with all the season’s fun done,

To keep him dangling still in London.
Fashion, you know, prescribes the mintite
When to be out of it and in it.
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TO JULIA.

She ‘waves her wand.—Crowds haste away
From fields and groves. to Town in May.

Again *tis waved,—and woe hetide
The

படட

lingerers!

They must hide,

Or swear they ’re passing through, to go
To Norfolk in an hour or so,
Meaning next month to show their faces,

_ If possible, in twenty places.
They're off—fine sport—the weather mild,
Birds plentiful, but rather wild;
Acres of turnips, miles of sand, _

Few poachers, and a great command.
Late, if they stay a ணவ

more.—

Adieu—the chaise is at the door.—

Such is the jargon you must hee

The cant of every closing year,
From those who, haply uninvited,

Fear you should think them cut or slighted;
Who square by other people’s notions
And feelings, all their thoughts and motions.

ரணை

ராரா,

1S

And, ruled by what the world will say, That Mrs. Grundy of the play, ©
Refuse to taste, or hear, or see,
But at the nod of Vanity.

The spark whom. Norfolk-squires are courting
Has, ten to one, no turn for sporting.
Detests a gun, likes London better
Than woods or stubbles, bird! or setter,
: hed would not, if he dared, be seen

Beyond Key bride
டு ஹர,

—

or

ட்ட.

மறக்க

காரார்! -

Whose sounds though scarce in whispers heard,
Breathes independence !—if I share
That first of blessings, I can bear
Ey’n with thy fogs and smoky air.
Of leisure fond, of freedom fonder,

O grant me in thy streets to wander;
Grant me thy cheerful morning-walk,
Thy dinner and thy. prenatal

௮

TO JULIA.

What though I’m forced my doors to make fast?
What

though no cream be mine for breakfast? -

Though knaves around me cheat and plunder,
And fires can scarcely be kept under,

Though guilt in triumph stalks abroad By Bow and Marlborough-street unawed,
And many a rook finds many a pigeon
In law, and physic, and religion, Eager to help a thriving trade on,
And proud and happy to be preyed on ?—
What signify such paltry blots?
The glorious sun himself has spots.
London, within thy ample verge
What crowds lie sheltered, or emerge
Buoyant in every shape and form,
As smiles the calm or drives the storm ;

Blest if they reach the harbour free
Of golden Mediocrity!
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TO JULIA.

‘None are distinguished, none are rare
From wealth which hundreds round them share,
But, neutralized by one another

Whene’er they think to raise a pother,
Be they kind-hearted, or capricious,

Vain, prodigal, or avaricious,
Proud, popular, or what they will,
Are elbowed by. their rivals still.

Should one among them dare be dull,
Or prose, because his purse is full;
Should he, in breach of all decorum,

Make the least mention of the Quorum ;
Drop but a hint of what transgressions’
Are punished at the Quarter-sessions ;
Or murmur at those vile encroachers
On rural privilege—the poachers;
Soon would a general yawn or cough
From such a trespass warn him off,

:

120

‘TO JULIA.
ர்

But count the motes or specks who can

On this our huge Leviathan!
Or note, with curious pencil, down
The motions of this monster-town!
Weak is the voice of Slander here :

Not half her venom taints the ear.

Few feel the fulness of her power,
“ Her iron scourge, or torturing hour ;”
And yet, so general is the scrape,
_ Few from her malice quite escape. .
All, in a common fate confounded,

Are slightly scratched, none deeply wounded.
Such is The Town !—Do right or wrong,
None will abuse or praise you long.
The moments you enjoy or bear

Soon pass, and then

you ‘ve had your share-

The idlest babbler can’t afford
To treat you with another word ;

The jest has lost its sting, the tale
Grows, in its very utterance, stale ;

வின்
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TO JULIA.

Shine but the sun, they swarm uncounted,
On foot, in carriages, cs mounted;

Or, smiling, people the balconies
Near which stands many a smart Adonis,
Up-gazing at his fair Amanda,
Who, gently pacing the veranda,

Seems with her fairy-foot to set
The stock, sweet-pea, and mignonette, @)

Whose mingled Coyent-garden sweets
Are wafted o’er the watered streets.

Cousin, if still you play the prude,

Can Charles in such a multitude
Look round untempted long 2? Whereere
His fancy. points, to brown or fair,.
Whether, allured by thin or plump,

He likes a May-pole or a dump,
Say, can he fail at last to find
The very creature to his mind?
ல்
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றட JULIA,

-

From nymphs who ply their luckless calling,

Ungreeted but by watchmen bavling, 9”
See how the blue and brilliant lights
Burst through the air on pale
hes 10%)
What hands explore their neighbours’ pockets,
What eyes are starting from their sockets
At squibs, and wheels, and mounting rockets,

Ere yet the gardens of Vauxhall
Close with their leaves’ untimely fall!
There, Julia, oft, by Charles escorted,

You’ve smiled to see the crowd transported,
Where lamps in bright festoons were blazing,
Stand, upward to the’ orchestra gazing
In wonder at the band, who dare
The freshness of the midnight-air,

And run through all theix sharps and flats
Beneath the shade of three-cocked hats,
Those hats which, smote by Fashion’s hand,
Here make their last and noblest stand;
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TO JULIA.

Hushed is the breeze; a dazzling glare
Shot from the water, fires the air.
And since, alas! in sultry weather

Few are the amateurs who feather
And pull, like watermen, together,

Long ere the destined voyage is ended,

Their dashing oars are half suspended,
Till, checked awhile, beneath the awning
Breaks out, at length, a general yawning,
As melting in “ day’s garish eye,”
Becalmed and motionless they lie.
Or worse befalls.

For oft a raw gust

Broods o’er the burning brow of August,
And “hushed, expects” throughout the day,
* «In grim repose its evening prey.”
Bursting at last, a sudden squall
Drenches the ladies near Black-wall;
Or the vext waters make a breach
Clean over them in Chelsea-reach-
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But how do justice to their breed,

Their perfect breaking, nose, and speed,

When I’m too modest to aspire
Ey’n to a sketch of his attire? °
O cousin, could you but have seen
The gaiters brown, the jacket green,

In which, through all the live-long day,
Fresh and untired, he blazed away,

Scrambling through bush and briar, to trace
- Haply, but half another brace !

Then, as he neared the garden, hark
From both his barrels, just at dark,
Two short, smart pops!

Ill-omened sound,

Echoed 0’ er many a turnip-ground,
Where coveys

fed, in fear and sorrow

Prophetic of their fate to-morrow!
‘In wood or field, at any game
ர்க் was his pr actised aim;
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கணட JULIA,

“Where the bright blaze good cheer and wine
Might tempt. worse appetites to dine ;
And musing on what hours may pass
Ere his the morsel, or the glass.
No spark of all the chase’s heat

Left in his numbed and dangling’ feet ;
No chance of rest, nor hope to sup,

Unless the friendly moon gets up,
And, faintly struggling

through the fog,

Hints, just in time,-—* Beware the bog!”

How do benighted sportsmen roam,

2

When, haply, not three fields from home;

Like Tony’s mother led astray
By that spoiled urchin in the Play,
-

Who while he takes her, round about,

Back to the spot whence both set out,
Still, to alarm the silly woman,
Common!”
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Where York and Lancaster combine
Their roses in those cheeks of thine?
Deem not the well-meant hint officious,
That we he-creatures are capricious,
That when your charms have ceased to blind us,
Nor prayers oon move, nor oaths can bind us.
Soon Autumn on those charms encroaches,

Soon Winter's icy hand approaches.
Then from dimmed eyes unheeded flow
The bitter tears of fruitless woe ;

The faded bosom Man forsakes,

Though the poor heart beneath it breaks.
See in their mid career the comely
Supplanted by the coarse and homely;
The fond, the generous, and the true

Yield to the heartless and the new !
Love dies as surely as ‘tis born,

_Killed by aversion, slight, or scorn.>
These are hard deaths :—a milder: end
Cools down a lover to a friend.
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TO JULIA.

But wherefore thus provoke hostilities?
Think, cousin, think how rash and silly ’tis!

My counsel ends as it began.
Patch up a treaty, while you can.
Abate your power j—tis overgrown.
Unsafe is a despotic throne.
Give up departments you can spare,
And yield a province here and there:
Warned by fis fate whose stubborn pride,
Clung to an empire stretched too wide ;
Who, in one stake, to end the game,
Heaped kingdoms, liberty, and fame ;

Among the royal punters tost it;
2:
Cried, “ Seven’sthe main—’threw crabs, and lost it!

டு, Julia, “ in your hours of ease,
Uncertain, coy, and hard to please,”

O, could I conjure any scrape
Of middling size, but awkward shape, பக்கு

LETTER Iv.

ae

To tame you, ere I quitted Town,

_ And bring that haughty spirit down!
‘Tf any pearl you valued most
Were from your mouth or necklace lost ;

Should the warm blood within your cheek
. Be broken—or your banker break ;

If in your tresses, here and there,
Some Gnome should plant a silver hair ;

- Or poachers sweep away your game,
Or Scandal nibble at your fame ;
Thus chastened, soon would you discover
The value of so warm a lover,

Who to your shoe, howe’er it pinches,
Has pledged a faith that never flinches.
Yes, charmer, yes—there és a scrape
At hand, not easy to escape.
Pray, how will you secure your lover
Till these elections are blown over 2
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டு TULA:

_ You know he’s

oe

than twenty-one evan

And might, with little pains or none,
Sit by some friendly Jew’s advance,

Or slip into a seat by chance.
*Tis thus what every body dreads
Is kindly thrown at people's heads,
*Tis thus that peerages are proffered,
And ribbons pressed, and onitecs

offered.

There ’s no protection, no defence

e

Against this gentle violence.
Some receive pensions, others places,
As from the hands of all the Graces.

« They never had the slightest notion,—
«Twas all the Minister’s own motion 3
« They fight, ‘tis fae. beneath his banner;
“* But—given in such a handsome manner—
«Never solicited or troubled

“ They feel the obligation doubled.”
Ask not the meaning, or the force
Of words

like these—They ’re words of course ;
1

LETTER Iv. ©

வ

Sounds which, however strange to utter,
_~ Add relish to men’s bread-and-butter 5

* Like lowings heard in field or wood ’
When sated cattle chew the cud,
Charles, in his walks, may

chance to. meet

Some bustling agent in the street,
Some lordly patron there may woo him,
Some jobber take a fancy to him; ’
For though he ‘I never strain his throat
Tn making speeches, he can vote.

This is the moment :—they entreat,
Implore him to accept a seat ;
Or, as their boroughs are implicit,
And don’t expect their member’s visit,

Without ev'n asking his consent,
Return him into Parliament.

Thus, sudden greatness thrust upon him,
‘Ambition wins as Loye has won him,
ee

.

i”

.
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TO JULIA.

- Thus, half asleep, he gains the stake
From hundreds found him wide awake.
Down comes the writ—they meet—they choose him,
He takes to business,—and you lose him.

For ne’er, since Time began to move,
Has Business been the friend of Love.
Your desperate doters are the idle ;

Employment puts on Fancy’s bridle,
Unyokes from Venus’ ear the sparrows,
And breaks poor Cupid’s bow and arrows. ©)
And now, with no design’to quiz,

I'll tell you what this bugbear is,
This mute inglorious toil and pain
“That wears the body; not the brain.

Much more in many cases,—here |
Much less is meant than meets the ear.
Just listen, and you'll find a knack ’tis
Soon mastered by a little practice.

IV...

ட

LETTER

To calculate, with due precision,
The moment of the next division ;

The art in proper time to cough;
The mysteries of pairing off ;
When to be mute, and when to cheer
A modest member with a “ Hear ;”

The secret, ere debates begin,
Of whipping out—and whipping in
From Bellamy’s, with checked digestion,

Just as the Speaker puts the question ;
Such, Julia, are the hard conditions
Imposed on sucking politicians!
But Charles must sacrifice his ease
Sometimes, ¢0 heavier tasks than these.
Perchance, to settle who shall sit, he

Is tethered to some dull committee,
Where learned lawyers, having wrangled
For months, leave matters more entangled.
n2
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டு டுத்.

Joy to the candidates, who pay
From ebbing purses, day by day,

Hundreds for every fresh objection
Which leads them to—a void election !
Or, at the opening of the session,
Uniting courage with discretion,
- Must strive his faltering tongue to teach
The echo of a royal speech,

;

Tn which the mover and the seconder .
Too oft, alas!

though clever reckon’d, err ;

Or, when he meditates some far jaunt,

Is taken captive by the Serjeant,
From whose firm grasp no custodee
E’er yet escaped —without a fee;
Or posts, from some far-distant hall

Up, through ten counties, to a Call;
Or hurrying down at four (how pleasant !)
~ Sees, in dismay, not forty present, —
Yet lingers, till, to end his doubt,

The punctual Speaker counts them out;

LETTER

Iy.

Or, fumbling at the door, is shocked

To find it mercilessly locked ;
Or, when the weather warmer waxes,

Must help Vansittart through his taxes,
And, threatening those who heavy think ‘em
With the laid ghost of that on Income,
Cry “ question!” when the strongest side
To conquer—has but to divide.

What though thy floor, St. Stephen, yield

To gifted minds a glorious field ;

Though rich the prize of those who aim
Within thy walls at power and fame,
_
And, through the struggles of debate,
Rule, or aspire to rule the State ?—

Yet who in mere routine would waste
One grain of knowledge, sense, or taste?
Who, through a tedious session, bear
To slumber in the tainted air

151
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With many a yawn and inward curse,
Hear a bad speech—or make a worse?
Who from his party, like ‘ rat, run,
To humour some capricious patron,
Some trimming father, whom his son dreads ;

When he might take the Chiltern-Hundreds,
And in a trice resign his seat?
But that the terror of the Fleet,

Or King’s Bench prison, from whose bourne
"Tis not so easy to return,
Urges the

ட் with puzzled

will,

To bear a heavier bondage still.
Folks rise and flourish and are undone
No where so quickly as in London.
Sudden they mount—like meteors glare—
Thea, bursting, vanish into air ;
And none but conjurors can know

Or whence they come, or where they go.
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LETTER Iv.
Here, Julia, doubtless you discover

A faithful1 image of your lover.
You paint him thus impover. sored, harassed,
By Jews denied, by duns embarrassed,
No

டட

now to do him,

:

No Square-toes left to listen to him.
Gossips with whom you correspond
mortgage, bill, and bond:
They 16 heard, but cannot tell how true it is,
That the long list of his annuities
Encumbers with a lasting stain -

_ Give டட.

Half the Black-hook in Chancery-Lane.
By lies so easy to disprove
Your mind’s unsettled, and your love

Chilled by a fancy that my friend's
Aims at your rents and dividends.

Poor heiresses!

These doubts wil bore you.

You mill suspect that men adore you —

185
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TO JULIA.

Not for yourselves, but for your money.
Tis thus with gall you dash your honey ;
These are the scorpions, whips, and racks

Of female wealth,—its income-tax.
But Charles (now pray ட.

ons)

Sues not in forma pauperis,
Which

means, in a translation free,

He asks for love, not charity.
Money, indeed !—If Fate should send it,

He knows, like others, how to spend it.
Yet though his gold away has slipt,
Most eel-like, and his land be dipped,
He cares not, but, of half bereft,

Can gaily live on what is left.
And, cousin Julia, though I grant,
Scorning in any cause to cant,

He’s much too wise to think the worse
Of Beauty for a brimming purse,
Still would his heart (nay, never doubt it)
Be yours, and yours alone, without it.

en
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TO JULIA:

How faint in these degenerate days
« The echoes of departed praise,” “)

“Since chivalry, alas! is banished,
And all its pomp and pride have vanished !
Instead of lances, lists, and banners,

How different are our arms and manners.
We, when our adversary dares us,

Combat by stealth,—for Bow-Street scares us;
Discharge our pistols at twelve paces

Genteelly in each other’s faces,
Or fire, to make the seconds stare,

The’ aforesaid pistols in the air.
And yet, when mistresses are cruel,

What remedy can match a duel ?
Even a bare message has prevailed
When prayers and sighs and tears have failed.
But, meet your rival on the ground,
With the first fire the nymph comes round ;~ i

Once lay your finger on the trigger,
“Once cock,—adieu to female rigour !

LETTER

IV.
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Women, ’tis certain, reap no laurels,
Dear Julia, from their lovers’ quarrels, —
*Twere better far to live without them,

When such their taste, than fight about them,
Yet for these glories did you pant,
Charles, no less gallant than galant,

Would reckon it a shameful blot
If backward to exchange a shot;

}

Would valiantly throw down a glove;

' -Or take a rival’s up, to prove
At once his pistols and his love.
But since such daring deeds of arms
Can add no lustre to your charms,

Since harbouring half an ounce of lead
Improves no mortal heart or head,
Spare him, for all his trials past,
From this the silliest and the last;
‘Indulge your. thwarted inclination,
And end his cruel, long probation!
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895:

And, as extremes for ever touch,

They forfeit all, who claim too much...
There’s magic in the nuptial ring! ~

So Fancy paints, and poets sing.
But magic, as ’tis understood
Tn conjuring-books, is bad and good;
In kindness practised, or in spite,
By scores of witches, black and white.
The Genie of that ring (I’m loth
To own his trimming) dealt in both.
ட்டா

and scorn, as well as love,

Within its narrow circle move;
_ And all,—love, hatred, joy, and mourning,

‘Depends upon the way ‘tis worn in.
= Thus Dervises (the tale is Persian ;-

Pray read it in the English version) ()
Were changed, by force of certain switches
Left-handed—into piles of riches!

02
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The reader's, frowns, the ¢ritic’s stripes,

‘And other incidents of types,. :

= ்

a

When authors write to please themselves,

And copies sleep unsold on shelves.
But why stand shuddering on the brink?
Courage,—I ‘ll ரம்மை

ப

or sink.

Past is the Hone of hesitation ;

So here (ayaunt, deliberation !)
டும் goes my packet in-a hurry,

5 Lo take its chance with Mr. Murray.
Say, Julia, did you ever try
Your fortune in the lottery;

©

Where loss is easy to foretell,

And gain almost a mirac.e?—
How like, how very like, 1 iee

The Press is to a lottery-wnecl |
Both have their traps, and flattering schemes,
And puffs almost as true as dreams.

-
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Note 1, page 5, line 6..
Why have you thus poor ‘Charles undone 2

Sybarin cur properes amantlo
Perdere?:

erate

Morte. Ode 8. Book
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es is
“To this Ode, the author of these rhymi
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indebted for the first conception of what he
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manners, and of the amusements and lighter occupations of the higher classes of society in Eng-
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land. Classical peers may not, "perhaps, be
displeased at meeting with occasional allusions to
a favourite

author;

while to others they will be;

at the worst, indifferent.
The plan of this poem

haying

:
been, in the

present edition, materially altered, some of these
allusions have, necessarily, been omitted, and, as
the Ode is so short, the notes are no longer encumbered with
retained.

references to those
f

that are still

“Note 2, page 10, lines 19 and 20.
Hence the smart miniatures wnclosed

Of unknown candidates proposed.

These lines refer to what is said to have actually happened a few seasons ago. . In a letter
to one of the patronesses, requesting a subscription
for a young lady then‘a stranger in London, came
enclosed her portrait. But beauty itself is seldom
current in high life without the stamp of fashion;
and the device, though ingenious, was not successful.

Oe
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Note 3, page 15, line 8.

The Macedoine
of London-talk.

Macedoineis a French word of modern coinage,
not to be found in the Dictionary of the Academy,

but inserted in that of Wailly.

It means.a mix-

ture of different fruits iced, such as confectioners
prepare for desserts: also, a round game at cards,

when each player chooses his own in succession.
Note 4, page 18, lines 10, 11, 12, 13.
Pressing on every side, and pressed

‘In Phebus’ eye, from east to west,
With a fair chance, whale thus they busy “em,

To sleep that evening in Elysium.

from the rise to set

Sweats in the eye of Phebus, and all night
்
Sleeps in Elysium.
p.
Shaks
்

5

Note 5, page 24, line 2. ;
Apsley-Gate.

Hyde-Park-Corner.

Musil
11151.
]
y fallow
looking
161403

turns tc

mes

310118...
ந் string abolished.

_
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Very nice points however arise,

and are stoutly argued in favour of the string on
‘rainy nights; and My Ladies The Judges are
* known to have been divided in their opinions.

ட

Note 3, page 66, line 5, &c.
Fair Worcester pleads with Wellington,

Sc.

After some hesitation, on account of a late
melancholy event, the author has retained this

passage, since, he trusts, there is nothing in it
"that can be painful to the feelings of any one
connected with

the much-lamented

lady alluded

100,

Note 4, page 69, lines 15 and 16.
Who, though five hundred are set down,

Finds chickens’ mings for all the town !

_ A request from some one at supper to be helped
to the Teg of a chicken, was,

it seems, overheard

by the mistress of the feast.

“I should be sorry

indeed,” she is reported to have said, “if, in my
house, there were not chickens’ mings enough for —

every body at table!”
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NOTES.
Note 5, page 85, line 16.

்

Strolling through Coblentz, to Tortoni’s.

*

A part of the Boulevards, bounded at one end *
by the Café Hardy, and at the other by the Café
Tortoni, is called Coblentz, from having been, at

one time, the resort of the emigrants.
summer-evenings it is lighted up, and
quented as a promenade.

In fine ~
much fre-

7

Note 6, page 91, lines 11, 12, 13.
‘Those mimic thunders in the air
Portend a féte extraordinaire
At Beaujon, or-at Tivoli.
Besides these two gardens, there are others in

the environs of Paris, on a smaller scale, and of

- less celebrity, such as the Montagnes Russes, the
Montagnes Belleville, &c. at all of which you may

be shot down, from a certain height, with con=
siderable rapidity, and at very little risk.
The
fee for each descent is ten sotis a head, and many
amateurs indulge in them to the amount of several

_ francs a night.

Whenever a féle extraordinaire

—

ட்

“NOTES.

ge

is to take place, it is announced during the day
by discharges of musquetry and small cannon.

Note 7, page 99, line 10.
Dunavs Duchess.

|

A lady so created, somewhat hastily, by one of
our leading English journals

in the month “of

September, 1815, on the authority of an anony-

mous correspondent.

Such waggeries are “ plea=

sant, but wrong.”

Note 8, page 99, line 12.

Old de R:

., that veteran sinner,

A most ancient decoy-duck of the Salons de jeu.
=

Not to know him argues yourself unknown.
Note 9, page 99, lines 19 and 20.

Soon from his heart the hedgehog Play
Would drive the serpent Love aay.
See

a fable,

in which

the hedgehog
P2

holds
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NOTES.

oyer, and keeps forcible possession

against his

landlord the serpent.
ம
Note 10, page 100, 1106 19.
That

_.

oracle,

the

card

Instruments of divination,
‘round the Rouge-et-noir table.

and: pin.

placed regularly”
It is amusing to

observe the diligence with which many of the
gravest among'the punters are engaged in pricking down

every

coup,

during

a whole

evening.

These wiseacres regulate their play according to
the balance of blacks and

reds, and the order in

which those colours occur, with a hardihood of
faith not unworthy of the middle ages.
Note 11, page 161, lines 3 and 4.
Some, till their funds and patience Jail;

Trust to the treacherous Martingale.

A Martingale is when a punter, on losing his
stake, doubles, or Otherwise increases 1t in a certain

progression.

generally

' Martingales have been

on the same

colour.

invented in great variety,

7747:0/4(44
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Note 3, lines 15 and 16.
Now fagged at balls through many a night,
Girls look like ghosts by candle-light.
simulacra, modis pallentia mizis,
Visa sub obscurum noctis.
Virgil. Georg. i.

|

-

In the former editions of this poem, the author,
in enumerating the signs at the close of
a London-season, imitated, occasionally, Virgil’s

having,

description of the prodigies on the death of Julius
Cwsar, has here added a few lines, to complete a
burlesque imitation of the entire passage ;—with

_ what success the reader will be the more readily
enabled to determine by references in the subsequent notes. The order of the original lines is
not exactly pursued, but they are all, more or less
closely, alluded to.

்

Note 4, page 125, lines 1 and-2.
’ Folks through the season dumb as cattle,

Take courage, and at random pratile.
Pecudesque locute
Tnfandum !—

Thid.

Lad

(॥

Gue

Now

the

Ne
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NOTES.
Note 1 1, page 126, lines 3 and 4.
See how the blue and brilliant lights
Burst through the air on gala-nights !

— Quoties Cyclopum effervere in agris
Vidimus undantem ruptis fornacibus Aitnam!
i

Tid.

Note 12, page 127,

ட

So the mild bulls, which once were found

Through many a waste on Enghsh ground,
In these

degenerate

days are known

To breed at Chillingham alone.
The seat of the Earl of Tankerville, in North-

umberland. The wild cattle alluded to in the
text are supposed to have been the original breed
of the North of England, when the park

at Chil-

lingham was first inclosed, in the reign of Edward
the First.

Their size is small, their colour uni-

formly white, and they still retain their natural
wildness, feeding principally at night, and so

shunning the presenceof man that it is possible
_ tobe many days at Chillingham, in the summer,
without obtaining a sight of them.

_
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Note 1, page 166, line 10.
Their cry, like Renault's, is for blood.
See the Tragedy of Venice Preserved.
Note 2, page 166, lines 12 and 13.
those heraldic, hagh-born charms,
Pinched waists, long necks, and bony arms.
Cherea,

in Terence’s play, enters

his protest

against this estimate of female beauty, which appears to have antiquity, at least, to plead in its
| behalf.
a
Haud

similis

virgo

est

yirginum

nostrarum,

quas matres student
Demissis humeris esse, vincto pectore, ut graciles
sient.

Si qua est habitior paulo, pugilem esse aiunt,
:
deducunt cibum.
Tametsi bona estnatura, reddunt curatura junceas.
Ttaque ergo amantur.
Ter. Eun. Act. 2. Scen. 3.

thE
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NOTES,
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“works of this author will find in Dodsley’s Col்

ection.
Although

the execution

:

்
of it is, throughout,

inferior to its conception ; though the language is
_ ‘often homely,

the construction

harsh,

and

the

rhymes such as neither the eye nor the ear
would willingly acknowledge; these defects are
amply atoned for by striking excellencies. It is
full of original thoughts, and lively ingenious
allusions,—such,

as those

the least disposed

to

_ agree with the author in his views and opinions,

must yet be delighted with. Extracts from “ The"
Spleen” are to be met with in many compilations,
but the whole of it is well worth perusal.
Note 7, page 199, lines 14 and 15.
And, Julia, who can tell if you

Will ever read this letter through.
E tu, chi sa se mai
Si sovverrai di me!
. Metastasio.

—

Locos latos, et amend 2
LEMOTUM,

‘HOR.
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AMPTHILL-PARK is situated close to the markettown of Ampthill, in Bedfordshire; about twelve miles
from Dunstable, seven from Woburn, and on the di-

rect road from Oxford to Cambridge.
|

A few Notes,

chiefly with a view to illustrate its local history, are
added to the following lines.
Although

neither of sufficient extent nor mag-

nificence to attract general curiosity, it is remarkable
not only on account of its natural beauty, but from
many interesting associations.
~ Having been the residence of Queen Catherine of
Arragon, while the process for her divorce was going
on at the neighbouring Priory of Dunstable, it has.

- like every other place

and person even slightly con-

nected with the Reformation in England, been noticed

- in the general history of the country.
At a more remote period, thé Castle of Ampthill
was founded

and inhabited by Cornwall,

Lord Fan-

230
hope and Milbrook,

a military chief connected by

marriage with the crown, and highly distinguished in
a profession heh

in that turbulent age, was almost

the only road to wealth and honours.
times,

Ampthill

and

Houghton

have

In modern
been

the re-

sidence or the resort of a succession of persons eminent
for station, or character, or abilities.

In one of these parks is the site of the ancient
Castle alluded to; in the other are the picturesque
remiaing of a mansion erected when civil architecture
first began to flourish amongst us, and noticed by
Fuller as one of the houses of the best account stand-

ing, in his time, in Bedfordshire.
Such circumstances naturally give rise to feelings
and reflections which though local in their
of universal concern and application.

டர் are

‘These ப் pe-

culiarly adapted to poetry, and the author has endeayoured so to avail himself of them as to render
his subject not wholly uninteresting to the reader.

NAT
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_ LINES WRITTEN

_ She builds no forms of savage grandeur here,
No gloomy caverns yawn, no deserts frown,

‘No torrents, deafening the affrighted ear,
Rush from their parent-rocks, in thunder, down.

But every milder charm around is spread,
Fair shapes

and glowing hues ;—and

many a tree

Through vale and upland lifts its tufted head,
Towering in blended grace, and majesty.
How fresh the air! what fragrance from the ground
Steams upward, as the cloudless

ஸ் of day

Sinks to the west, and all the landscape round

Basks in the splendor of his parting ray!
This is thy magic pencil, Autumn,—thine

These deepening shadows, and that golden glow
Rich as the gems which, in some eastern mine,
Athwart the gloom their mingled ‘radiance throw.

;

AT AMPTHILL-PARK.
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See where yon oaks, bathed in the amber flood,
Soften its lustre with-their mellow green,
Telling how long those reverend forms have stood, °)
And what their strength and beauty once have been! —

They wreathe their roots, they fling their branches wide —
O’er the bright meadow, as in ages past:
Deep in their native earth at anclior ride,
~

And brave the onset of the wintry blast.

These, yet uninjured, wave their leafy heads,

-

Sheltering the flocks, as they recline or graze

ணக

வட என்னி time the Dog-Star sheds

Full on the withered turf his fiercest blaze.
Others, ere long the general doom to meet,
Mourn the last relics of their youthful prime.
Not idly on their stubborn crests have beat
The’ unwearied pinions of all-conquering Time. :
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‘LINES WRITTEN

Ev'n then, when England bowed to Cromwell's yoke, “)

Destined to bear his thunder o’er the main
Their veteran-limbs had felt a mightier stroke,

Andwiththeirscattered fragments strewed theplain.
Yet, in decline still beautiful, they shew,
Verdure above, while cankered all beneath;
-Fate still suspends the last uplifted blew,

Still, lingering life contends in vain with death.
Since these were acorns—since their course has run”

From youth to age, from vigour to decay,
What deeds have in the busy world been done!

What thrones have sunk, what empires passed away!
And Man, inconstant Man!

how has he changed

His manners, language, garb, religion, laws!

Through what a shifting course his steps have ranged,
ட்

Toiling for power, or riches, or applause!

—~

AT AMPTHILL-PARK.
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| Yet though on earth full oft has been renewed
The transitory race,—whate’er his aim,
By hope excited, or by fear subdued,

©

His feelings, virtues, crimes, are still the same.

Haply, fair oaks, beneath your ample shade,
Knights, lance to lance, in mortal feud have strove,
| Hunters have wound the horn, and pilgrims prayed,
And maidens owned their long-dissembled love.
There oft, from toil released, has Age reposed,
And Child-hood sported, in the sultry noon:
There the poor outlaw’s watchful eyes have closed, ”
Till on his broken slumbers rose the moon.

But who the story, Ampthill, shall relate
Of thy brief masters,—of their joys, and pains;
Record their hardy deeds, their doubtful fate,

Or point where buried lie their proud remains,
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LINES WRITTEN

Since old Albini, and his Norman band)
Wrung a hard pittance‘from the*half-tilled soil ;
Since tyrant-hunters through the prostrate land
Urged the hot work of unrelenting spoil?
Frowning above the tangled forest: then
Full many a huge misshapen fortress stood
Tn loneliness—no dwelling, but the den
Of some stern chief, some ruthless man of blood,

Nor distarit far the convent, guilt-endowed,
~ Whose priests pronounced his ransomed sins forgiven,
When Conscience, with a voice too deep and loud,
- Cried to his parting soul—Despair of heaven!

Such were the Lords of England !—Homes like these _
Harboured and bred the fierce unlettered race:
Quick was their eye to mark, their hand to seize

The plunder of the battle, and the chase.

AT AMPTHILL-PARK.
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Such were the Lords of England !—Faith like this
Controuled their savage foree—while holy fraud

Peopled with muttering monks the realms of bliss,
And claimed for cloistered Man the power of God!

But mournful is the poet’s task who sings
Of days so dark and distant,—of the life
Of Rufus, or of Stephen, barbarous Kings,

Their iron rule, and their inglorious strife.
That long and cheerless night, ere yet the dawn
Of Science beamed upon the gladdened world;
'Ere Superstition, with her veil withdrawn,
Down from her blood-cemented throne was hurled.
| Yet by the Muse must Fanhope be unsung: en
_ Fanhope, whose grace and gallant bearing went
Deep to a royal heart, when, bold and young,
He conquered in the manly tournament.

1
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LINES WRITTEN

Cornwall, The Green,—such was the name he bore, (0

Marking his birth upon those emerald-waves
That lash the Angel's Mount with ceaseless roar,
When Winter o’er the vexed Atlantic raves.

Here, at his bidding, towered above the plain ®)
Thy stately Castle, Ampthill.—Britain’s isle
Amidst her sons had called to arms in vain
A braver chieftain from a nobler pile.

Hither, in triumph, from the “ laureate field”

Of Agincourt, he brought the spoils of France ;“
Here idle hung the time-worn warrior’s shield,
~*~ Unplumed his helm, uncouched his blunted Jance.
Where is the voice of revelry and mirth
Through all the vassal-country echoed wide,
When courteous knights and dames of gentle birth
Bent in proud homage to his princely bride?

AT AMPTHILL-PARK.
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_ Where is the Castle now, whose thick-ribbed walls
The foe’s assault so oft, unshaken, bore >—
Its battlements are swept away, its halls
Are sunk,—its very ruins are no more:!

And many a heedless foot has-pressed the spot

்

Where once it stood,—till yon fair Cross arose,'1°)

Telling a tale that will not be forgot
Of ill-starred Catherine,—of her wrongs and woes.
Yes,—ere their doom was sealed, on Ampthill’s towers

Fortune a ray of parting glory cast ;
Though graced and honoured oft, in happier hours,
The noblest guest they sheltered was the last.)
Here, as I muse, my-fancy paints thee now,
Daughter of Arragon !—That royal mien
Bespediks thee, through the grief that clouds thy brow,
Through all a woman's sorrows,—still a queen.
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“LINES WRITTEN —

‘Thy handmaidcrival is his destined bride !—0
~~ What can restore the tyrant to thy arms,
Though earth and heaven were warring on thy side,
*Gainst Henry’s headstrong will,and Anna’s charms?
Thy tears, thy pleaded constancy and truth,
But fan the flames which ய his bosom rise,

~ While beauty unenjoyed, and blooming youth
Play round her cheek, and sparkle in her eyes.

Yet stood’st thou firm in that disastrous hour,
Resolved in silence to submit thy cause
Rather to open force and princely power,

Than coward-judges and perverted laws.
‘Yet widowed thus, forsaken, and oppressed,
“ Reft of a crown,” insulted in thy love,

Faith

held her stedfast empire o’er thy breast, a)

_ And whispering angels cheered thee from above.

AT AMPTHILL-PARK.
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Peace to thee, Catherine !—On the russet grass
Where the worn path imprints yon terraced height,
Courting the freshness of the breeze, I pass,

And with the opening landscape feast my sight.
How gracefully the green and swelling mound
Stoops to the valley !—Not unblest who roves
Or lingers on its brink, and views, around
FE ar-stretched, this lovely scene, —these plains and

groves.
Who climbs where Houghton rears her hills, in fame
Allied to Ampthill, crowned with many a tree
Of shape and hue nor different, nor the same ;—
_

Such should the kindred-forms of sisters be.4)

The

terraced walk, the turf that gently swells,

“Adorn them both ;—beneath the: enchanted eye
” Wide- “Spr eading oaks along their shady dells
And their rough Knolls, in rival beauty, 11௨.
R
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LINES WRITTEN

_ And, in this moment, as yon golden globe
Full in the’ horizon flaming, braves the west,

>)

Both share the’ impartial splendor, in a robe
Fromthe same loom,—of heaven’sown colours, drest.

It fires yon woodland promontory now,"
Which from the mice

ட

of autumn, as they sail

Along the meadow; rears its lofty brow,

_ And with a leafy rampart bounds the vale.
Here will I pause —How

quick the sunny breaks

O’er thy grey tower, romantic Milbrook, pass !(17)
Touched by the slanting beam, what hues it takes,
Ere Evening blends them in one shadowy mass!
And Jo! where, nearer still, in tufted trees
Half sunk, and ivy-clad, rude forms arise

Of antique masonry,—the shattered frieze
Beneath them, and the broken column lies.

AT AMPTHILL-PARK.

. Stranger ! these pinnacles, and roofless walls,

And clustering chimneys, mark the spot'where stood _
Chambers once tenanted, and spacious halls,

The mansion of the “fair, and wise, and good.” “)
Here, in the fabric which her hands had raised,

_

Dvelt “Sidney’s'sister, Pembroke’s mother,’”—here

“On all so bright and beautiful she gazed,.
Blessing, and blest, through many a changeful year.

And Fame has told, (why is the tale disproved?) 1)
Or bards have dreamed (O! were the vision true!)
- That here her kinsman-knight enraptured roved,
And from these scenes his own “ Arcadia” drew.
Thus will men’s feelings and fond wishes blind

‘Their faith !—to yonder legendary tree
The rustic points, boasting how there reclined
Sidney, the flower of English chivalry.
R2

Ad.

_

‘LINES WRITTEN

Now is that once proud dwelling desolate.

_ From blazing hearths the smoke ascends no more:
No human step, no voice, within the gate,

Recalls the memory of the days of yore.
Along the courts with cumbrous ruins filled,
Rank weeds and wiry grass obstruct my way ;
There reptiles lurk, there owls in darkness build,

And soaring kites dart headlong on their prey.
Yet still, as if in mockery they remained,

Behold where gleam in sculptured stone on high
Amid the general wreck unhurt, unstained,
The crests and scutcheons of quaint heraldry !@°

Hence, empty blazons, hence!

How vain your boast,

When Strength and Beauty from thesewalls arefled;
Vain as the hovering of some steel-clad ghost

Round the damp vaults where sleep the mightydead!

AT AMPTHILL-PARK.
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| But long shall yonder ancient bower be seen?”
Within the varnished holly’s fence enclosed ;

And paths be trodden yet, and haunts look green
Where Age and Youth have wandered or reposed.

How frail the fabrics of Man’s feeble hand!

Pass but a few short years, they melt away.
Thine, Nature, thine are adamant,—they stand.

Impassive in their strength, and mock decay.
The hill endures,—the valley, and the stream.

The elements, the varying seasons last.
The glorious sun shines with as bright a beam
Now, as through all the countless ages past.
Rome’s mouldering amphitheatre in vain
The long-suspended stroke of Time derides 3
But still Soracte crowns the Latian plain,

As when the snow first veiled its glittering sides. 22)
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- LINES WRITTEN

/

Ey’n the proud pyramids shall crumble down,
And meanly mingle with their native earth,
While on their unregarded dust shall frown
The marble rocks and caves which gave them birth.
But twilight comes apace.—The village-chimes
Are on the breeze.—Returning, I pursue
Myhomeward way, where,througho’ershadowinglimes,
On to the Mansion leads the avenue.
2°)

There Mirth has brightened many a beaming eye,”
Persuasion dwelt on many a tuneful tongue,
And listening Beauty has sat silent by,
While statesmen held debate, and poets sung.

Encireled thus by, all his heart held dear,
By friends and children, say, does earth afford
Aught fairer than the wreath which, blooming here,

Crowned, in his own domains, their happy lord?
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What boasts he now of all so long possessed,
So nobly used !—Tears were in every eye
When those, alas! who knew and loved thee best
Bent o'er thy grave, lamented Ossory!
Yet was Death merciful.

A lingering course

He held not, nor prolonged the’ unequal strife,
But sudden came, and with resistless force

Checked the bright current of thy prosperous life.
A long, a last farewell !—To whom remain
These uplands now ?—to him, who, yet a child,
' Here bounded, roe-like, once—o’er hill and plain,
On the smooth lawn, and in the forest wild

Oh!

what a gift Affection has bequeathed !

How dear to him, in manhood’s prime, must be
The soil he trod, the very air he breathed

Tn the blithe hours of careless infancy!
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LINES WRITTEN

_ As his eye glances, as his footsteps roam, —
How grateful Memory loves each spot to trace
Where once the happy school-boy, welcomed home,
In his fond kinsman’s viewed a father’s face!

Holland and Ampthill !—Be the names combined
Through unborn ages :—o’er this hallowed ground
Ne’er may the spoiler tread, nor wasting wind
-Nor axe among these storied woods resound.
- Still may these happy social walls be graced
As now, by knowledge, and by manly sense
Wedded to childhood’s mirth, by classic taste,

And sparkling wit, and vigorous eloquence.
Ere darkness closes on so bright a day,
Long, long around his hospitable board
‘Mid kindred spirits, with unfading ray,

The sunshine of its Master’s amind be poured.
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Ne’er be the liberal thought, the generous deed
Unhonoured here ;—ne’er unresisted be
« The’ oppressor’s wrong,” nor the relentless creed

Forged for her slaves by tyrant-BigotryHeye cease my numbers.

Time is hurrying on:

Hours of delight, how quickly are you past!
Down from the glimmering west the sun is gone;
And Night has waved her ebon-wand at last.
I leave thee, Ampthill !—O’er the billowy swell

Which heaves thy grassy slopes no more I rove:

But long shall memory feel the magic spell
Unbroken,

which

thy loveliness has wove!

NOTES.

Note 1, page 231, lines 1, 2.

Over the billowy swell
That heaves thy grassy slopes———
The shape of the ground in Ampthill-Park abundantly justifies this description, resembling, as it does,

the smooth swell of the sean a dead calm, from the
effect of a gale that has subsided.
Note 2, page 233, line 3
Telling how long those reverend ee
The

oaks

in Ampthill-Park

have sade

are remarkable

for

their number and beauty. Some are still sound and
flourishing, but the greater part of little value in the
*
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NOTES.

eyes of a timber-merchant, though just in the state
| which a poet or a painter would desire. Perhaps none
more

picturesque

of higher

are to be found in England,

antiquity.

A few,

nor

in the very last stage

of decay, have long cast their shadows “ trunco, non

frondibus.”
Note 3, page 234, line 1.
Lv'n then, when England bent to Cromwell’s yoke.
.. The timber in Ampthill-Park was surveyed in the
“year 1608 by Sir Julius Czsar, who reported it. to
contain 25,112 timber-trees, value 7722/., and 1018

decaying trees, value 4207. Among these latter were
no doubt many of the oaks which are still so great
an ornament to the place. In the year 1653, during
the Protectorate, another,survey was taken by order
of Parliament, in which 287 oaks are mentioned as
hollow, and unfit for the use of the Navy.
This report ‘ incertam excussit radice securim.”
Note 4, page 236, line 5, &c.
Since old Albini, &c.

The Manor of Ampthill belonged; at the time of
:

*
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- the Norman Survey, to the Baronial family of Albini,

from whom it passed, by female

gies) to the St.

- Amaads and the Beauchamps.
Note 5, page 237, line 7, &c.
of the life
Of Rufus, or of Stephen, barbarous hings.

It was in the reign of Stephen that the strong
holds of the feudal barons were multiplied beyond all
former example. There were then in England above
eleven hundred castles; and (in the language of a _
contemporary historian) “ tot tyranni, duct domini
castellorum,”
Note 6, page 238, line 2.
Fanhope, whose grace andwgallant bearing went
:

Deep to a royal heart—

In the year 1441, Ampthill, with the adjoining
estates, was conveyed by one of the Beauchamps to
Sir John Cornwall, afterwards created Lord F anhope,

a distinguished military character in the reigtis of
Henry IV.

and V.

At a tournament,

at York, in

1401, he gained the heart of Elizabeth of Lancaster,
ல்.

- 956.
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the Sister of Henry IV. and widow of John Holland,
Duke of Exeter, and, on his marriage with this Princess, received the order of the Garter.

He died ‘at

Ampthill in the year 1443.
Note 7, page 238, line 5.
Cornwall, The Green,—such was the name he bore.
He
Mount,

was

born at sea, in the bay of St, Michael’s

and therefore

called

The

Green

Cornwall.

No circumstance or quality seems to have originated
more names, or-nick-names, than‘that of colour.

Note 8, page 238, lines 9, 10.

Here, at his bidding, towered above the plain
Thy stately Castle, Ampthill!

Lord Fanhope was the founder of Ampthill-Castle.
Leland says it was built “of such spoils as he won in
France,” and describes it as “ standing,” in his time,
“stately on a hill, with a foure or five toures of stone
in the inner ward,

besides

the basse courte.’

He-

adds, “it may chaunce that the marriage of the
King’s sister was a great cause of the sumptuous
- building there.”

௫0115.
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Note 9, page 238, lines 13, 14.
- Hither, in triumph, _ from the laureate field
Of Agincourt, he ae
And Wor cester's

the spoils ofFrance. 2
laureate field.
Milton. Sonnets.

Tn the battle of Agincourt, Lord Fanhope was one
” of the chosen officers who had post in the van, with We
zu
_ Duke of York.

Note 10, page 239, lines 9,1 0.

— Many a heedless foot has pressed the spot
here

once it stood,—tilly yon fair Cross arose.

On, or near the site of the Castle, a ர. stoneCr oss was erected in the year 1770, by the late Earl
of Upper-Ossory. - A public foot-path passes
close to

this Cross, along the brow of the hill, commanding™ am
extensive and beautiful prospect.
Engraved on its
‘base are the'following lines from the pen of an author
better known by his name
Walpole, Earl ‘of Orford.

than

his title,

1

In fis of old, here Ampthill’s towers were seen,
The mournful refuge of an injured queen.
;

;
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Here flowed her pure but unavailing tears,
Here blinded zeal sustained her sinking years,

Yet Freedom hence her radiant banner waved
And Love avenged a realm by priests enslaved.
From Catherine’s wrongs a nation’s bliss was spread,
And Luther's light from Henry’s lawless bed.

Note 11, page 239, last line.
The noblest guest they sheltered was the last.
Soon after the year 1527, the estate of Ampthill
became vested in the crown, probably by an exchange
with Reginald Grey,

Earl of Kent, whose family ac-

quired it, either by purchase or descent, after the

death of Henry Duke of Exeter.

Upon this ex-

change, it was made an honour by act of Parliament.

Catherine of Arragon resided here while her divorce
was pending, and was cited from hence to attend the
commissioners at Dunstable, but refused to appear.
There

is no account of the castle, or of its inhabit-

ants, during the subsequent reigns. Probably it was
suffered to go to decay, as the survey made by order
of Parliament, under the Protectorate, speaks of
it as

having been, long before, totally demolished.

_ 30715...
_
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Osbourné, in the Traditional Memoirs of his own

Time, mentions that the honour of Ampthill was
conferred by James I. upon Sir Thomas Erskine, who
had rescued the King in the conspiracy of Gowrie,
and killed Alexander Ruthyen with his own hand.

“ No small present,” he calls it, “at one time.”

This

Sir Thomas, then Viscount Fenton, was afterwards

created Earl of Kelly,

The same author, who ex-

presses upon all occasions an utter contempt of James,

says, that when accoutered for the chase, he resembled
“a host at Ampthill.”

_ Note 12; page 240, line 5.

Thy handmaid-rival is his destined bride.
Shakspeare does not fail to வயா on. this circumstance of bitter aggravation. Cardinal Wolsey, when
musing on Henry’s intended marriage with Anne
Boleyn, exclaims—
The late. queen’s gentlewoman, a knight’s daughter

To be her mistress’ mistress! the queen’s queen !
' Hen. VIII. Act 3, Scene 2.
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Note 13, page 241, lines 3 and 4.
Faith held her sted fast empire o'er thy breast,
And whispering angels cheered thee from above.
Catherine’s dream,

in her last illness, is imagined

with striking conformity to her situation and cha-

racter. _
Cath. Saw ye none enter while I slept?
Griff. None, Madam.
Cath. No?—Saw you not; even now, a blessed troop
Invite me to a banquet, whose bright faces
Cast thousand beams upon me like the sun?

They promised me eternal happiness,
And brought me garlands, Griffith, which I feel
I am not worthy yet.to wear—I
Assuredly.

shall

்
Hen. VIII. Act 4, Scene 2.

Note 14, page 241, lines 15 and 16.

—
not differing, nor the same ;
Such should the kindred-forms of sisters be.
Facies non omnibus una,

Nec diversa tamen, qualem decet esse sororum.
Ovid. Metam.
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Ampthill and Houghton may, poetically, be considered as sisters. Both, in early times, belonged to
_

the

same

person,

~ to Lord Fauhope.

he

speaks

existed)

from whom

of Ampthill

as

boasting

the best credit

they

were

conveyed

Fuller, in his “ Worthies,” when

(vhere

“‘ one

no

building

of the three

in Bedfordshire,”

then.

houses. of

confounds

it with

- Houghton, which is situated partly in Ampthillparish. The two enclosures are divided only by the
road,

and,

together,

occupy

the

hilly and

wooded

ground so remarkable in a generally leyel country.
The surface of both is beautifully varied, and clothed
with abundance of fine trees.
\

Note

15, page 242, line 6.
braves the west.

Makes it fine, splendid.
The sun disdains to shine, for, by the book,
He should have braved the east an hour ago,
Rich. III. Act 5, Scene 3.

NOTES.

Note 16, page 242, line 9.
[t fires yon woodland promontory now.
From this spot there is a very striking view of
.
the
both the Parks, the tower of Milbrook-Church,

ruins of Houghton, and the vale of Bedford.

Note 17, page 242, lines 13 and 14.
— How quick the sunny breaks
Over thy grey tower, romantic Milbrook, pass!

The picturesque village of Milbrook is about a
mile from Ampthill.

As part of that propertyit,

belonged to Sir John Cornwall, who, the year after,
he was created Lord Fanhope, received the additional
title of Baron of Milbrook.

Note 18, page 243, line 8.
;
The mansion of the “ fair, and wise, and good.”
Houghton-Park was purchased, in the beginning

of the reign of James I. by the sister of Sir Philip

Sidney, Mary, Countess of Pembroke, whose fame.
still survives in the epitaph ascribed to Ben Jonson,
part of which has been moulded into the text.
her the building now in ruins was erected.

By
Its
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architecture was

of the mixed kind

so prevalent

at

that period.
Note 19, page 243, line 13.
And Fame has told, (why is the tale disproved !)
In Houghton-Park

a tree is shewn under which

Sir Philip Sidney is said to have written some of his
works.
But this tradition must be without founda-

tion, as he died many years before his sister, Lady
Pembroke, had

acquired

any interest or property in

the place.
Sic extorta voluptas,
Et. demptus, per vim, mentis gr

கரிய

¢ error!

Note 20, page 244, last line.
The crests, and scutcheons of quaint heraldry.
On the south front of these ruins there still remain entire, on the frieze, various monograms, and
devices of the families of Sidney and Dudley.
Note 21, page 245, line 5.

But long shall yonder ancient bower be seen.
Near the walls, there is a fragment of an old-
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fashioned

garden, which,

if not

so ancient

as they

are, “ merite bien de ]’étre,” being an accompaniment
quite in harmony with the ruined building. Note 22, page 246, lines 3 and 4.

But still Soracte crowns the Latian plain,
As when the snow first veiled its glittering sides.
Vides, ut alta stet nive candidum
Soracte P—
Whether

such

was,

in Horace’s

time,

winter-dress of the mountain,
or worn

the usual

in seasons

extraordinary rigour only, does not appear.
may

196 questioned

if, since its ancient

of

But it

appellation

has been so strangely travestied, the snow has ever
lain

deep

on

the

sides,

or

on the

summit

of St.

Oreste.

Note 23, page 246, line 12.
On to the Mansion leads the avenue.
The present Mansion’ was built in the year 1694, °
by the first Lord Ashburnham. ~ It was

purchased,

with the estate of Ampthill, in the year 1720, by
Viscount Fitz-William, who sold it, in the year 1736,

NOTES.
to Lady Gowran,

:

the grandmother
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of the late Earl

of Upper Ossory. He died in the month of February,
1818, having devised the estates of Ampthill an
Houghton to his nephew, Lord
sent proprietor.

Holland,

their pre-

Note 24, page 246, stanza 3.

There Mirth has brightened many a beaming: eye, &c.
Among the friends of Lord Ossory, who formed,
at different periods, the Society at. Ampthill-Park,
were some of the most distinguished persons of their
time in England.
His brother General F itzpatrick,
Messrs. Fox, Burke, Wyndham, Horace Walpole, Sir
Joshua Reynolds, Mr. Gibbon, Mr. Garrick, &c. The

catalogue might he enriched with many living names,
were not those already enumerated sufficient
to justify
the expressions in the text.

THE

END,

~

